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In this thesis we study operators, and spaces of operators on a 
Hubert space defined by intertwining relations. 
The classical Hankel operators are those operators which intertwine 
the unilateral shift and its adjoint. We consider generalised Hankel 
operators relative to shifts and relative to families of shifts and 
give generalisations of the classical theorems of Nehari and Hartman. 
In contrast to the classical approach our proofs are mainly geometric 
and rest on the Sz-Nagy Foias lifting theorem. 
We show that the closed linear span of the positive Hankel 
operators is a proper subspace of the Hankel operators and contains all 
the compact Hankels. Part of this result is also obtained.,via Douglas's 
localisation theory for Toeplita operatorsfrom the fact that there exist, 
Harikel operators which do not lie in the C*_a].gebra generated by the 
Toeplitz operators. 
In chapter 7 we see that certain sums of spaces of intertwining 
operators are closed and yield C*_algebras. In fact it is the algebraic 
properties of these spaces that ensure the automatic closure of their 
sum. As a consequence we obtain odd/even decompositions for C-algebras 
and von Neumann algebras and related double. commutant theorems. 
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Let H be a separable complex Hilbert apace with' complete 
orthonorinal basis le 	n = 0,I,2 9 ... A Hankel operator on H is 
one whose representing matrix (a jj ) has the special toxin 
ajj = a(i + j) 	(i,j = 0,1,2,..) 
The two main classical theorems concerning Hankel operators are due 
to Nehari [21 and Hartman [16J who found necessary and sufficient 
conditions for a Hankel operator to be bounded and compact respêotively. 
Let L2 be the usual Hilbert apace of square integrable 
functions on the unit circle T , with complete orthonormal basis 
[e ; n C z 	where e denotes the function z . For an 
essentially bounded measurable function 4 on T the well known 
multiplication operator M is defined by 
(fcL2). 
Let J be the unitary operator on L2 defined by Je = e 	and 
let P be the orthogonal projection of L 2 onto the Hardy subspace 
H2 spanned by le 	n a 01.  Then S10 is defined by 
S ) = PJMIH2 
Neharis theorem shows that the Hankel operators on H
2 are 
- precisely the operators S and moreover , for each Hankel operator
0. 
S , there exists a function • e L°° such that S = S , and II II = H.s II. 
Hartman' s theorem shows that S is compact if and only if the symbol 
4 can be chosen to be continuous. The classical proofs rest heavily 
on the function theory of the underlying spaces and in particular on 
the Caratheodory-Fejer interpolation theorem 
The Hankel operators are also chaacterised by the operator 
equation 	 ' 
SU = U S 
where U is the unilateral shift on H. Page 1241 has observed that 
this characterisation and the elegant lifting theorem of Sz-Nagy and 
Foiaa j20j yield a geometric or 'function free' proof of Nehari'a 
theorem which applies to certain generalised Hankel operators 
intertwining a unilateral shift of arbitrary multiplicity. 
Motivated by the above characterisation we make the following 
definition, Let U be a commutative family of unilateral shifts 
acting on a Hilbert space H • An operator S on H is Hankel 
ralative to U if s ctwi(U) where 
twi(U) 	S e B(H) ; su = 	, U c 
These are some of the intertwining operators of the title of this 
thesis. 
In chapters 3 and 4 we shall prove Nehari and Hartman type 
theorems for some of these generalised Hankel operators • The proofs 
are essentially geometric and use the Sz-Nagy Folas lifting theorem 
and an extension of it to continuous semigroups of contractions. These 
latter theorems and preliminary dilation theory are given in chapter 2. 
In chapter 5 we discuss the lifting problem for operators 
commuting with certain families of contractions. Although we do not 
always have a Nehari theorem for Hankel operators relative to U (as 
above) , we ask whether we do in the case when U consists of doubly 
commuting iaometriès. In particular do we have Nehari and Hartman 
theorems for Hankel operators on the Hardy space on the torus ? 
In chapter 6 we consider certain classical Hankel operators with 
discontinuous symbol and show that whilst the closed linear span of 
the positive Hankel operators, P say , contains all compact Hankel 
operators ,there are Hankel operators not in P 
For 0 e L the Toeplitz operator T , on ii2 is defined by 
= 
These operators and their generalisations have been the object of 
much study in the last twelve years (see for example[91). Although 
Hankel operators are formally rather similar to Toeplits operators 
they have received much less attention and usually quite different 
techniques are needed to study them. However we shall use Douglas's 
localisation theory 19J to extend the results of chapter 6 mentioned 
abov+y showing that there exist Hankel operators which do not lie 
in the algebra generated by the Toepltz operators. 
An immediate corollary of Hartman' a theorem is that H" + C(T) 
is closed. This was first proved by Saraon [.j using a more direct 
method. Subsequently Rudin [21 has given an elementary abstract theorem 
applicable to more general situations. We give Rudin's theorem below 
and use it in chapters 3 and 4 to show that certain analogues of 
H" + C(T) (not considered in [32J) are also closed 
THEOREM 1.1 Let Y and Z be closed subspaces of a Banach space X 
and let 4' beafa nily of bounded linear maps A on X such that 
maps X into Y , Ae4' , 
A maps Z into Z , Ac4' , 
o) sup hAil ; 
a) For each y Y and e > 0 there exists A C 'P such that 
it kr - y II < c 
Then Y+Z is closed 
Proof, Let M be a constant such that 	IIA1I<M,AE4'.Let ycY, 
z E Z , E > 0 	and choose 	A e 4' 	such that Ii4 	- Y 0< c • men 
Since Az e Y ñ Z we see that 	d(y,Y n z) 4 Md(y,z) 	, y ("Y, where. 
, 	) denotes the usual norm distance between sets • It follows that 
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the canonical embedding of Y / Y (;Z in Y / Z is bicontinuous. Thus 
Y / z is closed in X /:Z 	and its preimage under the canonical mapping 
of X into 	X / Z is closed. That is , Y + Z 	is closed 
In chapter '7 we leave Hankel operators and consider certain spaces 
of intertwining operators. We will be concerned with the problem of 
whether the sum of such spaces is closed (using techniques quite 
different from those of Theorem 1.1) .It turns out that the algebraic 
properties of these spaces are sufficient to ensure the automatic 
closure of their sum. For example , given a set of operators . on a 
Hubert space H let 
cornA  (p) = a 
E B(H) ; au = Aua , u c Fj 	(X c C) 
.- 
Then if F F , com(F) + corn
- 
 (F) is a von Neumann algebra • Also , 
1 
under natural conditions , we have the following double counnutant 
theorem 
com(com(F)) = com(com_()) + com_(com...()) 
and in this situation we can identify the summands as the closed aan.. 
in the weak operator topology of even (resp. odd) products of operators 
in F. The key result behind, these theorems is the following ; Let A 
be a C
* 
 -algebra of operators and let B be a self-adjoint norm closed 
linear space of operators such that BA C B , AB CB and BB C A . 
Then A + B is a C-algebra 
We also obtain generalisations of the above to several spaces of 
operators and give 'roots of unity. ' decompositions of C-algebraa and 
related double conunutant theorems. 
We close with a list of some of the problems raised in the thesis. 
CHAPTER 2. 	 5 
LIFTING THEOREMS 
In this chapter we discuss dilations of contractions on aHilbert 
space. We prove the Sz-Nay Foias lifting theorem [20] and an extension 
of it to strongly continuous semigroupa of contractions. 
We first give some preliminary definitions 
Let H be a subspace of a Hilbert space K and let P be the 
orthogonal projection of K onto H • For A E B(H) and B C B(K) 
we write A = pr(B) when A = PBIH 
Let 	JA W t 0 C 01 be a family of operators on H • A family 
B = JB 2 w C 01 of operators on K is called a dilation of A if 
Cd 
fli 	 flr 	 fli 	 flr A .. ..A =pr(B .. ..B 	) 
0r Wr 
for 'n 	0 , 1 ft i ft r , and every finite set of subscripts w. C Q 
1ir. 
is called a minimal dilation of A if the smallest reducing 
subspace for B containing H is K 
B is called commuting (reap. isometric , unitary etc. ) when 
consists of commuting (reap. isometric , unitary etc. ) operators 
Two dilations B and B' acting on K and K' respectively 







A celebrated theorem of Sz-Nay [19j states that each contraction 
on a Hubert space possesses a minimal unitary dilation and that this 
dilation is unique up to isomorphism . Inspired by a paper of Sarason 
I 35j , Sa-Nagy and Foias [20] have shown that each operator in the 
commutant of a contraction can be expressed as the compression of 
an operator with the same norm in the coinmutant of the unitary 
dilation. This result has proved quite useful in the recent work of 
several authors (1 21J0125 J9L 24j9[1 8J,L1OJ and 6J). 
We first show that every family of doubly commuting contractions 
possesses a commuting unitary dilation. This is a well known result 
which of course extends Sz-Nagy's theorem and is proved in j22J 
The proof we give is somewhat more direct. 
DEFINITION. Two operators T and S on a Hubert space doubly 
commute if TS = ST and TS 	S T 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let T = tTTa ,a C Albe a family of doubly 
commuting contractions on a Hubert space H • Then there exists a 
dilation V = 	,a C Alof doubly commuting contractions on 
a Hilbert space K D H such that the following hold 
H is invariant for V and reduces V  , a c A 
VIH = T* and VIH = T  ,a CA 
'V is an isometry and V   is an isometry for each a such 
that Ta  is an isometry. 
K is the closed linear span of IV'1H ; n 
I 
 c Z 
Proof. Let R = (I - TT) 2 , R= (RH) and K = 
Let V be the operator on K defined, by the operator matrix 
( II. •) 
Thus for x = (h,x1 ,x2 , • . ) E K we have Vx = (Th,Rh,x1,x2, .• ) 
and so 
i Uvx 112 = 11Th 11 2 + IIRhI12 + IIx 1
11 2  + lIxi 2  + 
= 11h 112 + 11xI2 +IIxJl 2  + . 00 
= 11 x 11 2 
* 
Thus V is an isometry . Clearly H is invariant for V and 
V IH = T • To see That (iv) observe that , identifying H with 
H 	 .. , we have 
Vh - Tb = (o,Rh,o,o, .. ) 
V2h - vm (o,o,Rh,o, .. ) 
etc. ,for hcH. 
Since T   doubly commutes with T we see that T a  R = RT and 
K reduces T  , a c A • Let V = T  ( TIR & T1R ® .. , a c A , 
define the operators Va  on K • It is routine to check that 
a c. A has the properties required of (i) , (ii) and (iii) 
thus completing the proof . (, c 	''- 	' 
Although the proof of the following theorem i5 rather involved 
technically , it is essentially Proposition 2.1 used with ZOrn's 
Lemma 
THEOREM 2.2 Let T be a family of doubly commuting contractions on 
a Hilbert space • Then T has a minimal dilation V consisting of 
doubly commuting isometries • Moreover V is unique up to isomorphism. 
Proof .Let T = 	; a c Al. Let Q be the set of triples ( a,if,Ra) 
where 
aCA, 
R' is a Hubert apace containing H 
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• 	(iii) v = V ; a C Al is a family of doubly commuting 
contractions on RU  such that H is invariant for (V0)* 
(V) IH =T 0 and V is an isometry for each a C a • 
• 	(iv) 	The closed linear span of IV1 "l ee ••Vr' H ; V cV0, n1 CNI 
is R . 
Wedefine a partial ordering on Q as follows ; 
( a,VU,RO) 	(a,,vU',RCh') - if and only if 
a 	a' , 
a a R is a subspace of R to 
R° is invariant for (v ' ) and (V')IR' =(V0). a (A 
If V is an isometry , then R ' reduces V 	and V is  
an isometry 
For example,note that if we are given m = (a,,R°) in Q and 
a c a such that V0 is not an isometry , then Proposition 2.1 shows 
that there exists ni' = (a 	
U IaRa U a) Q such - that 
m<m' but mm' . 
We show that 4 is an inductive ordering on Q • Let r be a 
chain in Q and without loss suppose that r has no maximal element 
(for otherwise we have nothing to prove). Let veU a , where the 
oer 
notational abuse has its obvious meaning. Let R0 = U R0 and let R 
ocr 
be the completion of R0 with respect to the natural induced metric 
Define operators V on R by 
v =v on R° 
0 	on(R) 
Since 11VII is bounded and. R0 is dense in R , it follows 
from (vii) that there exists for each a an operator V  on R 
such that the net V° converges to in the weak operator topology 
Set= V ; a C A and let q = (v,V,R) . We claim that 
111. 	 a 
q E Q and is an upper bound for r .Clearly (i) and (ii) hold for q. 
Since multiplication of operators is continuous on bounded weak operator 
convergent nets it follows that V is a family of doubly commuting 
contractions. From (iii) and (iv) we see that V Is an isometry 
for a C y and thus (iii) holds for q . (iv) is easily checked and 
thus q EQ. From the way we have constructed V it follows that 
m 4 q for all rn C r and thus that q is an upper bound for r 
Since the ordering is inductive , by Zorn' a Lemma Q has a maximal 
element f a = ( ,V, K) . As we have already noted. , if Va  is not an 
isometry for some a c A Proposition 2.1 shows that there exists 
m' e Q such that m' > m and rn' m. Since this contradicts the 
maximality of m , V consists. of doubly commuting iaometries . By (iv) 
V is a minimal dilation of T. 
It remains to show that such minimal dilations are unique up to 
isomorphism. We will just sketch here the standard technique for 
proving this. Let K0 (reap R0) be the linear span of LV1 '' ..Vrnrh; vj.cv 
(reap. JW fli  ..W Ii; W C W) where V = V ; a C Aland r 	I 	 a 
W = W ; a e Alare minimal dilations of 	consisting of doubly a 
commuting iscnetriea acting on K and R respectively. Define 110 
from K0 to R0 by 
• (v '..v nrh) = W 'W flrh 	( h c H) ar  
and by linearity. Using the fact that the We and W's are doubly 
commuting isoinetries and that Va 1H 	Wa IH = Ta , a C A , one 
can show that 00 is well defined , isometric and,by the. minimlity 
conditions , extends to a;wiitary. • from K to R such that 
•Wa =Va ,aEA.Plainly Oh=hrhcH,andao ! and E are 
isomorphic dilations. 
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Remark. If T - 0 strongly then Va is a unilateral shift ,a CA. 
We will return to this special case in chapter 5. 
We now. prove the Sz-Nagy Foiaa lifting theorem,as given in (22) , 
and give a simple extension to operators intertwining continuous 
8ernigroups of contractions. These theorems will prove useful in 
chapters 3 and 4 
PROPOSITION 2.. Let T be a contraction on H .  with minimal isometric 
dilation V on K . Let X be a bounded operator from K to H 
such that IV = TX • Then there exists an operator Y on K such 
that the following hold.. 
X = PY where P is the orthogonal projection of K onto H. 
iii ii = 	xil 
Yv=VY. 
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 2.1 we may assume that 
K H R R .. , where R = (RH).. We may suppose that lix ii 	1. 
An operator Y on K satisfying (i) has the form Y = X # Y1 + 
where Y. is an operator from K to the 
1th  R suinmand. , R say . 
Since yR. = R 	 and V is isometric we may assume that Y has 
the form Y = I + B0 + VB1 + V2B2 + .. where B is an operator 
from K to R 	For such a Y (ii) holds if and only if 
ilyg 112 = 1I.xeiI 2 + 	iIBg 112 	hg  11 2 	.(gC K)  
ON<oo 
Also 




= 	V(B_1 - B1T) 
0Gn<co 
where B_1 = VI - IV 
11 
Thus (iii) holds if and only if 
B_ 1 =VX-XV and BV= B 1 	, n = 0,1,2.9 	. 	(2) 
We find Y satisfying ( 
	
and (iii) by constructing the B 
by recurrence to satisfy (I) and (2) 
Suppose for N &N 0 the B (n < N) are already determined 80 
that 









'B =VX - XV 	, 	BV=B 	Ocn<N. 	 (5) -1 	 n 	n-I N 
Let D   be the positive square root of the left ziand side of 
We first show that 
IIBN16 112 	IIDNV6  112 	, g c K . 	 ( 6 )N 
For N = 0 
IIB_1g 112 = ll(vx - xv)gII 2 = II(v - T)Xg 11 2 
= II x 112 - IITxg 112 
= 	xg  112 - IIxvg 11 2 	 (7) 
IIvg 112 	iIxvg 112 	= IIDX6 112 , g 	K 	.' 
For N > 0 	implies 
sN(Vg) = iIxvcII2 + 2: 	IIBVII 2 
n<N 
= IIxrg 2 + IlB_II 2 + 2: 	IIBm%g 112 
0m<N-I 
IIxgII.2 + 2: 	IIBmgII 2 	by (7) 
OEm<N-1 




	g 112 - 	(Vg) = 	vg 112 - s(v) = IIDNV8 
1 1; 2 
and so (6)N 1101118 for N 0 
Define C  On DNVK by CDV = BN_l g ,g (K. By ( 6)N CN 
is well defined and extends to a contraction CN  on  (DNVK) • 
Define CN  to be zero on (DNVK)'  to give a contraction on i 
Let 	= CNDN • Clearly BNV = 	 N+1 
1101118. 
Moreover 
IIB 	I12 	iIy 	112 	iIDg  112 = hg 1i 2 - 1Ixg'11 2 - 	11 Bng 11. 2 . 
0(n<N 
Thus 	holds and we can define operators B , n=-1,0,1,2.. 
by recurrence so that (1) and (2) hold , hence giving Y satisfying 
(ii) and. (iii) 
1 . (t 
ThEOREMA( Sz-Na&y and Foiaa) Let T be a contraction with minimal 
isometric dilation' V • For each operator X commuting with P there 
exists an operator Y commuting with V such that x = pr(Y) 
and IlhI = lxii 
Proof. 	We may assume as in Proposition 2.1 that T acts on 	H and 
V acts on K = H 	R 	R .. 	 . If 	P 	is the orthogonal projection 
of 	K 	onto H , then 	PV = TP • Let 	X' XP so that 
X'V = XW = XTP = TX? = TX' 
Proposition 2.3 applies to give Y e B(K) such that Y commutes with 
V , UY II = lix' II = lix II and XI = F! • Since pr(Y) = P!IH = X iH= X 
the proof is complete 
The following two lifting theorems follow from the above using 
standard techniques 
1 
THEOREM 2.5. Let T be a contraction with minimal unitary dilation 
W . Then for each X commuting with T there exists Y commuting 
with W such that X = pr(Y) and JJY II = lixil 
Proof. Let T act on the Hilbert apace H and have minimal isometric 
dilation V acting on K ) H • By Theorem 	for I e B(H) such 
that xr = TZ , there exists Y in B(K) such that Y 0  V = VY ' 
I I ji 	I lxii and x = pr(Y0) • Now it is a simple consequence of 
the lffold decomposition for an isometry (see for. example [22J) that 
* 
the minimal isometric dilation of V is a unitary operator , W say , 
* 
acting on R ) K • Thus we can apply Theorem2,4 to Y 0 and V to 
show that there exists an operator Y on R such that YW = WY 
and pr(Y) = X • since w is the minimal unitary dilation of T the 
proof is complete 
THEOREM 2.6. Let T 	(reap. 	s) be a contraction acting on a Hilbert 
space H1 (reap. H2) with minimal unitary dilation 	U 	(reap. 	v) 
acting on a Hilbert space 	K1 	(reap. 	K2 ) . For each operator 	X 
from H2 to 	H1 such that 	TX = XS 	there exists an operator 	Y 
from K2 to 	K1 such that 	UY = TV 	, 	ll ff = 	fix II 	and 	X =P!IH 
where P is the orthogonal projection of 	K1 	onto 	H1 
Proof. Let 	G = T 	S 	acting on 	H1 H2 	. G 	is a contraction with 
minimal unitary dilation F = U 9 V acting on 	K1 () I( 	. Let 	X0 	be 
the operator on H1 ®H2  defined by the operator matrix 
(0 	X 
o 
Since 	X0 	commutes with G , by Theorem 2.5 	there exists 
14 
Yo = 	Yi 	Y • 
'2 	'13 
on K1 , K2 , commuting with F such that X is the compression 
of Y to H, ® H 2 and II 0 0 	0 X ii 	lix ii . It follows that 
'1 has the required properties . 
Remarks. 1, Theorems 294 , 2.5 and 2.6 rema4rue even when the dilations 
are not assumed to be minimal. For example , let W ,acting on R , be 
a unitary dilation of the contraction P acting on H • If K is the 
closed linear span of tWH ; n e Z, then K is a reducing subspace 
for W , and WIK  is a minimal unitary dilation of T ..If X 
commutes with T , then by Theorem 2.5 there exists Y in B(K) 
commuting with T such that x = pr(Y0) and Il 0 il = 11X II. If 
Y is the operator on R which is equal to '10  on K and is 0 on 
(K) J' then Y commutes with w , x = pr(Y) and 1IY 11= 11X II . 
2. An alternative proof of the Sz-Nagy Foias theorem has 
• 	been given by Douglas )  Muhly and. Pearcy [12] 
3.1f T is a family of commuting contractions bich happens 
to possess a unitary dilation , then we do not necessarily have a 
lifting theorem for the commutant of T • Such counterexamples and 
related lifting problems are discussed in chapter 5 
The following lifting theorem for operators which intertwine 
strongly continuous contractive semigroups of operators follows from 
Theorem 2.6 • We shall use this in chapter 4 to prove theorems of 
a !Nehari type' 
15 
TkOREM 2.7 Let T, 	a E R , I (reap. 	a £ R) be a 
strongly continuous aemigroup of contractions on a Hilbert space 
	
H1 (reap. H2) . Let U.jUz  a C R (reap. = 	a R)) 
be a strongly continuous aemigroup of unitary operators acting on K1 
(reap K2) such that prK(U) = Ta (reap. pr(V) S ) , a e R 
For each operator X from H2 to H such that TaX = a a C R 
there exists an operator Y from K2 to K1 such that. UaY = 1a ' 
a c R , JY 11 = X fi and X = FYI H2 where P is the orthogonal 
projection of K1 onto H1  
'iu 	ozw 
cL * 	 èjk 	o 
Mcç' 	s 	LuLk 	ct 
- C 	 I - 
k \ 	\k 	 d 
---- 	 U_ 	
-' C- ' 	k 
c- 
\J 
3 	 CL4— k 	-- 	 VtnjX 
1' 
La 	* 	-• 
/ 
Remark.Every strongly continuous semigroup of contractions is the 
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compression of a 'strongly continuous aemigroup of unitaries. 
We ask whether Theorem 2.7 remains true when we drop the 
assumption of strong continuity . An example of such a situation 
is the following. 
Let K be the Hubert space of complex valued functions on the 
real line which are square integrable with respect to the counting 
measure • Let H be the subspace of functions f such that f(x) 0 
for x < 0 and let U = lUa: a e R I be the semigroup of unilateral 
shifts on H defined by 
(Uf)(x) = f(x - a) 	, x , a e R 
The sernigroup W = W: a e R J of bilateral shifts on K , 
similarly defined , form a commutative unitary dilation for 
Can we lift twi(U) to twi(W) '1 This seems 	pLausable and 
an affirmative answer would yield. a Nehari theorem for Hankel 
operators on the Hardy spaces on the Bohr compactification of the 
real line • See the conjecture at the end of chapter 4 for an 
alternative approach to this problem. 
CHAPTER 3 	 - 
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HANKEL OPERATORS RELATIVE TO SHIFTS 
In this chapter we generalise Nehari' a theorem and Hartmants 
theorem to Hankel operators relative to a shift of arbitrary 
multiplicity 
Let W be an arbitrary bilateral shift on a Hilbert space K; 
that is , W is a unitary operator on K and there exists a subspace 
L of K such that 
K = ® JWnL : n 
Let H 	JWnL ; n c 	, P the orthogonal projection of K onto 
H and. U = WIH . Then U is a unilateral shift on H with minimal 
unitary dilation W on K , and every unilateral shift can be derived 
from a bilateral shift in this way . By analogy with the classical 
function space representation we denote by Kce  the commutant of W
co 
and take H = JA E K°° : AH C H1 Let J denote the unitary 
operator on K such that 
J?f=Wf 	 ( feL,nZ) 
and let 77 denote the mapping given by 
77(A) = pr(JA) 	 (A c K°° ) 
Page [24] has observed that the Sz-Nagy Foias lifting theorem 
yields the following generalisation of Nehari's theorem on classical 
Hankel operators 
PROPOSITION 3.1. twi(U) = pr(twi(W)) = iiCAj: A c Ki  Moreover for 
each B £ twi(U) there exists A E K°° with B = 17(A) and 11  fi = hA II. 
Proof. It is elementary to check that J c twi(W) and J £ twi(W) 
For C £ K°° , 3GW = JWC = WJC and thus JK°° C twi(W) . Conversely 
18 
let T C twi(W) . Then JTW = JWT = WJT • That is , JT C K° . 
Since 	= I , T C JK and hence JK°° = twi(W) . from Theorem 2.6 
it now follows that for each B e twi(U) there exists A C K ° with 
B 	77(A) and IIB 11 = IJA U = QA II • It remains to show that 
pr(twi(W)) C twi(U) . Let C t twi(W) , D = pr(C) , x,y C H • Then 
(DUx,y) 	(CUx,y) =(CWx,y) 	(wCx,y) = (Cx,Wy) 
	
= (Dx,vy) 	(Dx,Uy) = (U
* 
 Dx,y) 
Thus D c twi(U) completing the proof 
A is called the symbol of the Hankel operator 77(A) and ?' the 
symbol map • It is easily verified that the kernel of the mapping 77 
is WH 
Let A denote the norm closure in B($) of the subalgebra 
L4W ' H°° :ncN1 
and B the least norm closed, real subalgebra of B(H) containing 
U and the identity operator I 
DEFINITION. An operator B on a Hilbert space H acts compactly on 
a space of operators F C B(H) if the mapping S -, AS from F to 
B(H) is compact 
The following abstract Hartman theorem (Theorem 4 of [ 6]) 
characterises those Hankel operators relative to U with symbol in A. 
THEOREM .2Let B=17(A) with A C K'  .Then Ac A if and only if 
B acts compactly on B . 
Proof. Suppose first that B acts compactly on B • Since i?' 
(n = 1,2,.. ) there exists a subsequence U' I and T C B(H) such that 
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IIBU'' — TII - 0 as k -' . Since B C twi(U) this gives 
lIu"B — T fl 	0 as k - 	. But since U is a unilateral shift 
the sequence JU I converges to zero in the strong operator 
topology . Therefore T = 0 , and so ll:BU II -, 0 as k -' c. . Since 
this argument applies with the . sequence tU 'I replaced by each. of 
its subsequences , it follows that IIBuII. - 0 as ii - 
Since BU c twi(U) , Proposition 3 .1 gives the exist.nce of An C IC 
with BU" = 77(A) and OA II = ILBu" fl . We have 77(Awn) = Be and 
so A? — A C ker77 	WH°° Thus there exists T C H° with 
A? — WT n = A , and, since W is unitary and commutes with T , 
this gives 
IA — W1"T n 	n II = hA II = ILBU" II -0- 0 	, as n - 
:Therefore A 
Suppose next that C = WT with T c 	n c N • Then 
= WT C kerl7 , and so 77(C)U' ' 1 = 17(Cw 1 ) = 0 • Therefore 
= 77(c)(I — U l u* fl+l) 
But (I — U'U "1 )B has finite—dimension. Thus ?7(C)B has finite 
dimension and 77(C) acts compactly on B 
Finally given A C A and C > 0 there exists C of this form 
with IIA - ClI<C.Then 
IIB — 17( C) II = U1(A — c) H < C 
and 30 B acts compactly on B. 
Through the . following theorem,cIue to F.F. BonsaU , we can deduce 
a generalisation of the more significant direction of Hartinan's Theorem, 
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The following notation (and also the notation twi( ) ) was 
introduced by Bonsall and Rosenthal in I 5J 
DEFINITION. Given a set of operators 3 in B(K) let jor() be 
the 	
* 
set of operators T such that ST T S for all Sin 
THEOREM 5. Let B be a compact operator on H • Then B acts 
compactly on jor(B) 
Proof. let F = jor(B) , let F1 , H1 denote the unit balls in 
F , H respectively , and let E denote the closure of BH1 in H 
Then IT IE ; T E F 1 } is an equicontinuous family of mappings on 
the compact space E • Also with T e F 1 we have 
TBH1 =BTh1 CBH1 
and. so  
T E C E 	(TeF1 ) 
It follows that , for each xE, the set' tTx; TcF 1 I is 
contained in the compact set E , and therefore the Ascoli-Arzela 
theorem for metric space valued functions is applicable. Therefore , 
given T E F1 , there exists a subsequence 	such that the 




 converges uniformly on H1 ; that is , it converges in 
operator norm. Finally , TB =BT 
THEOREM 3.4. Let B 	be a compact Operator on H that is Hankel 
relative to U • Then 	B = i(A) for some 	A e with hA II 	= 	IIB fi 
Proof. Since B c twi(U) , we have U c jor(B). Therefore B C jor(B) 
and Theorem 3.3 shows that B acts compactly on B • By Prop osition.1 
there exists A E K with hA I = Ij Bfl and n(A) =B • Then 
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by Theorem .2, AE. 
COROLLARY . 5 .(Hartnian[ 16 j, Fge[ 24)) Let B be a Hankel operator 
relative to a shift of finite multiplicity. Then B is compact if 
and only if B =71(A)' for some A E A.. 
Proof. In view or Theorem 3.4 it suffices to show that 71(A) is 
compact if A e A • Suppose that . C = WT with T c H ° . Then as 
before 71(C)u" 	(n+1) = 17(WT) = 0 • Thus 
- 1Jfl+1u*+1) 
Since I - 	 is a finite rank projection when U has finite 
multiplicity , q(C) is compact. The set of such C is dense in 
and so , since 77 is linear and contractive , i() is compact for 
A. E A 
Remarks. (i) The equality twi(U) = pr(twi(W)) and the existance for 
each B twi(U) of A ctwi(W) with B = pr(A) and fiB If = hA If 
hold whn U is the restriction to an invariant subspace of any 
unitary W . 
(2) Let B = 71(A) with A E K. It follows easily from the 
proof of Theorem 3.2 that A ( A if and only if 
limhIBU" (l=O 
n-o. 
Suppose now that L is separable • We show below how we can 
interpret the symbol set A in terms of a familiar function space 
representation for U 
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The following diacusion of function space models for shifts of 
countable multiplicity is essentially the d.evelopement given by Fillmore 
141 and the details we omit can be found there • These representations 
and the characterisation of the reducing subspaces of a; unilateral 
shift will prove useful in chapter 5 where we develop models for doubly 
commuting contractions in terms of the Hardy spaces on the torus 
Let L be a separable Hilbert space • A function f defined on 
the unit circle and taking values in L is called measurable if the 
complex valued function (f( ),x) Is measurable for each x in L 
Since L is separable , if f and g are measurable then so is 
(f( ),g( )) • L2[L] is the Hilbert space of functions f on the unit 
circle to L whieh are ;masurable and such that 
= 
2w! IIf(0) 11 2 dO 
functions which differ only on a set of measure zero being identified 
(The ambiguous notation for norms should cause no confusion in practise). 
The inner product on L2[L] is given by 
(f,g) = .1 [(f(e), g(e)) dO 
2w J 
Each f in L2[LJ admits a unique . - orthogonâlexpansion 
' 	V' 




wiith x in L and f (12 	2 • It follows that the•.rnap.g 
• 	c 
n ei
no is a unitary mapping of K onto L2[LJ 
Moreover this mapping sends H onto H2[L] where 
H2[LJ = if C L2[LJ ; x = 0 , k < 0 
2 
If x  is the identity function on the unit circle then the 
above unitary establishes a unitary equivalence between W and the 
multiplication operator x :f -, -xf on L2[LJ . 
An operator valued function A from the unit circle to B(L) 
is measurable if A( )x is measurable for all x in L • Let 
L° [B(L)J denote the space of measurable functions A : T - B(L) 
such that jA( )11 is essentially bounded.. For such A the multipllcetidn 
operator I on L2[LJ is defined by 	- 
()(e) 	A(e)f(e) 
and we have flA II = HA II = ess sup IIA(0) II 
As in the classical single multiplicity case , the commutant of 
the bilateral shift 	is precisely the space of operators A for 
A in L[B(L)J 
Let H[B(L)j be, the space of those 	in LiB(L)j such that 
((eiO)x,y) is in H°° for each pair of vectors x and y in L 
and let C[B(L)J denote the subspace of functions 0 in L °1B(L)J 
such that 	jie-otiaus--, 	' 	 4 
It is routine to check that , under the equivalence above , the 
operators in 	correspond to those operators on L2 LL] arising 
from'.-the functions 4 in A where Z is the closure in 17[B(L) j of 
uxf°[B(L)J 
niN 
We ,Z3now use Rudin' s theorem (Theorem 1. 1)  to show that 
= H°°LB(L)J + C[B(L)J 
Cesaro Means, Let 0 c L°°[B(L)] . Then 
f (x,y) - •j 	e-ikO ((0)x,y) dO 
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is a bounded se squilinear form on L x L , k c Z , with bound not 
greater than j 	. Thus there exists an operator 0 e B(L) such 
that 
(kx,y)e 
I -1kB ( . 
= 1 	 6)x,y) dO 
2 irj 
	
is called the kth Fourier coefficient of 	• let 
S(o) = 	e iko § 	 , n=0,1,2 •. , and 
- 	 -'nkn 
T(0) = YJ 	s (.e) 	, n=1,2,.. 
nOj<n j 
The function T( 0) is the nt1Cesaro mean of the Fourier series for 
PROPOSITION 3.6.  Let 	C[ B( L) J • Then T converges to 0 uniformly 
on T 
Proof. The proof parallels the clas8lcal proof for Fejer's convergence 
theorem • For x and y in L and 0 in C[B(L)] let 
(i0 e ) = ((o)xy) 
and 	 a(e16) = (T(0)x,y) 	 , n=1,2,.. 
The functions a , n=1,2,,  . , are the usual Cesaro means for the 
Fourier series of 0 	Let 
Kn(t) = [sin(nx) / sin(x)J2 / n 	(x E [-ir,irj) 
2 	2 
be the usual Fejer kernel so that 
a(e )= 1 f 4'(e)K(t—s) d.s 2ir. 
Recall the following properties of K  (See Hoffman [171 p17) for each n. 
(i) 	KO, 
K has mean equal to 1 
(iii) If I is any open interval about x =- 0 then 




(e ae ) - (e 
1t
, = 	i 
J 
I iO( e i( 8)) - ( eit)JK( s)d.s 
•27r 
Thus for 6>. 
Ia (e it 
	/ it 	 l( e t_8)) 	itI ) - 	e )l .sup 	 - (e fl 	+ 	2Il4B sup n 
68I6 l8l? 6 
Since 	CIB(L)J , 4 is uniformly continuous , and given C > 0 
there exists 8 1 > 0 such that 
1( e t8 )) - 	e t)l 	I(( e t8) ) - ( eit)) x,y) l 
dIxlLilyII , 
when isl < 6' • Moreover , note that 8' is independent of x and y. 
Thus,by (i) above , 
,it 	it 'a ie j - (e 	)I. r. C 11XII lliI 
I n + 	2 IlcIII 001 
 sup K (s) 	•. 
sl6' 




 ) - (e 	)i  4 e 11  Ii iiiI 	+ 	2 ii 	II lix II Ily  ii 
for n> N( c ) i where N( C) is a-. natural number independ.ant of 
x and y.Thus 
il(T - )(e1t) II = 	sup ( a 	it ( (e ) -. (e 	))l ; lix ii 9 IIII r.i 
+ 2 Ikil) 
when n > N( c ) • Thus T -' uniformly as n -' 	completing the proof 
THEOREM 3.7 	= H°°[B(L)] + c[B(L)j 
Proof. Let X = L°[B(L)] , Y = C[B(L)J and Z = H°°[B(L)J . Let 
=JAn ; A : - T ,: e 	• We intend, to apply Rudin'a theorem , ie. 
Theorem 1.1 • Clearly a) holds and b) follows easily from the definition 
of H°°[B(L)j . Proposition 3.6 shows that d) holds •Assuming the 
well known soalar case we also have IIA n 11 4 . 1 ii = 1,2 .. . In fact 
if x , y , , 	and T are related as in the proof of 




I( T (t)x,y) I 
' 114'II CO 
II (( .)x,y)  1100  fa  II • 9 	II Ily II 
for x and y in L • Thus ILA II 	s and part a) of Rudin's h co 
theorem holds • It now follows that H°°[B(L)J + c[B(L)J is closed and 
..sG contains A • But Proposition 3.6 shows that A ) H°°[B(L)J + C[B(L)J 
and the theorem follows 
Remarks. 1. When U has infinite multiplicity some of the Hankel 
operators '1(A) with A C A fail to be compact. Page [24j has 
characterised the compact Hankel operators in this case,for countable 
multiplicity ahifts,in terms of the function space model above . He 
shows that a Hankel operator is compact if and only if its symbol 
is in H°°[B(L)J + C[K(L)j , where c[K(L)J  is the space of functions in 
c[B(L)J taking values in K(L) the ideal of compact operators on L.' 
The proof that thià symbol set i3 closed uses duality techniques 
similar to Sarason's original proof that H00 + C is closed [33J. 
Such methods do not appear to be applicable to A except when L 
is finite dimensional • 
2. It is amusingto note that Hartman' a theorem implies 
that H°° + C is closed , a fact not used in the original proof 
Problem. Let S be a closed linear space of operators on L 
Is If'[ B(L)J + CLsJ closed ? 
We complete this chapter by giving a characterisation of the 
reducing subspaces of a unilateral shift (as given in [14J) • We 
shall use this result in chapter 5. 
Let V 	H2[LJ be the unilateral shift on H2ILJ . .The 
conunutant of V is given by 
= AIH2LLJ , A e kf °[B(L)jj 
In the following lemma we identify L with the subspace of 
HLJ consisting of constant L valued functions on the unit circle. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let A e }f °LB(L)J . Then the following statements are 
equivalent. 
and V commute 
AL C L 
A is constant almost everywhere. 
* 	 *_ 
+ 	
- + * 
Proof. If A + and. V commute then V A L C A V L = 	, so 
L is contained in L , the null space of V. Conversely suppose 
AL CL. Then AV =O=VA on L, while for xin L and n>O, 
+ 	 + 	 + 
- * - -1 	* AVV"x=AV' x=VVA
- 
 V'1-'x  =VAVx, + 	+ 	 + 	 + 
* 
so A and V commute on VL 
+ 
Suppose A-L C L ,'and define an operator C on L by- '  
C = AJL . If lb I is an orthonormal basis of L , then for each a 
there is a set Na  of measure zero such that A( O)b =. Cb 	U N. 
Since L is separable N = U N is of measure zero and A(0) = C a. 
for 0 N . Conversely , if A(0) = C a.e. then for all x C L , 
()(o) = Cx a.e. so that Xx e L . 
PROPOSITION 3.9 A subspace M of H2[LJ reduces V if and only if 
M = H2LG-J for some subspace G of L . 
Proof. Let Q be the projection on a reducing subspace U , so that 
* 	* 
QV = VQ , QV = V Q. and , by Lemma 3.8 , QL = L • This implies 
= QL is closed. • Since G C M and M is invariant it follows that 
112(G) C M • On the other hand. , it L' V'x n  c 1! then 
On<oo 
Vh1x = Q(V'x) = VrQX E 
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CHAPTER 4 
HANKEL OPERATORS ON THE LINE 
In this chapter we prove Nehari and Hartman theorems for Hankel 
operators on H2(R) . We also give the essential spectrum of certain 
(non compact) Hankel operators and show that H' °(R) + A? is closed 
where AP is the space of uniformly almost periodic functions on the 
real line 
• We first give two applications of Theorem 2.7. 
Let L
2 
 (R) be the Hubert space of square integrable functions 
on the real line R , with subspace H = L2(R) of functions vanishing 
on the non positive real numbers. For a E R , w(a) is the unitary 
operator on L2(R) defined by 
(W(a)f)(x) = f(x - a) 	 (x c R) 
Clearly H is invariant for w( a) . a 0, and , if u( a) = .w( a) I H 
for a 	0 then 	= u( a) ; a E R 	is a strongly continuous semigroup 
of isometries with minimal unitary dilation W = w( a) ; a c R~ I . Let 
F be the unitary on L2(R) defined by 
(Ff)(x) = f( -x) 	 (x € R) 
The, following theorem characterizes Hankel operators relative to  U. 
THEOREM 4.1. twi(U) = pr(twi(W)) = prFA 3  A C JWJ I I • Moreover for 
each S e twi() there exists A C JW J  such that S = pr(FA) 
and 	hAil = his II 
Proof. For f C L2(R) and x C R we have 
(FW(a)f)(x) =((vj(a)f)(-x) = f(-x--- a) 
= (Ff)(x + a) = (W(-a)Ff)(x) 
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Hence w( a) = W(—a)F w( a) P 
'
f or a e R • Thus F e twi(W) and 
F twi(W) . For C c IWJ' , the commutant of W., we have 
pcw( a) = F1( a)C = w( CZ)FC , a 0 • Thus PC E twi(W) and FIW  'C twi(W). 
Conversely let T e twi()E) . Then FT1(a) = FW(a)T W(a)FT 
for a 0 and FT C JWJ1 . Since F2 = I , T c FW' and hence 
FIWI' = twiW 
If a e twi(U) by Theorem 2.7 there exists A e EJ such that 
S =pr(FA) and 	IIFAO = Ilsil . v ie. hAil = hisil 
It remains to' show that pr(twi(W)) C twi(U) and this follows 
in an elementary wayjust as in the last part of the proof of Proposition3.1. 
Let I12(R) be the Hardy subspace of L2(R) consisting of boundary 
value functions of those functions f , analytic in the open upper 
half plane , such that 
sup 	I If(x + iy)1 2  dx ' 
o<y<oo  
Let Q be the orthogonal projection of L 2(R) onto H2(R) • For 
4) c L(R) ,M is the multiplication operator on L2(R) defined by 
95 
M 	=4f 	 (fEL2(R)).. 
DEFINITION 4.2. For 4) e L°'(R) 	, T 	= QM4)I'H2(R) 	is the Toeplitz 
operator on 	}12(R) with symbol 4) 
Such Toeplitz operators have been studied by Coburn and Douglas 17J 
DEFINITION 4.3. For 4) E L°°(R) , S 	QFM4) 1H2(R) is the Hankel 
operator on H2(R) with symbol 4) 
Let TA  (reap.  MA)  denote the Toeplitz (reap, multiplication) 
1 operator with symbol e 	, A C K • Then T = IT 	A 01 is a 
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strongly continuous semigroup of Isometries on H 2(R) with minimal 
unitary dilation M = MA; A 	on L2(R) . The following Nehari type 
theorem characterises Hankel operators relative to 	. 
THEOREM 4.4. twi(T) = pr(twi(M)) = 13 	e L00(R)j 	. Moreover for each 
S e twi(T) there exists. 4) C L°°(R) such that S = S4) 
 
and 
11011 = Its II. 
Proof. It is well known that jyj ' = M4)  ; 4) c L°°(R) I • Since F. E twi(M) 
and F e twi(M) the theorem is proved in the same way as Theorem 4.1 . 
Remark • The Paley Wiener theorem ([17 j p131) shows that the Plancherel 
transform ([ 30 .1) provides a unitary equivalence between U acting on 
H and T acting on H2(R) . It follows that Theorems 1 and 
are equivalent in the sense that each can be readily deduced from 
the other. 
We now consider Hartman theorems for-Hankel operators on 11 2(R) 
Notation. Let v be the symbol map defined by v(4)) = S4) for  
Let H
O 
 (R) be the usual space of boundary functions of functions 
bounded and analytic in the upper half plane . Since 
H°°(R) = 	e L(R) ; 4)1?(R) C H2(Rfl 
and since 
9 	 9 
FW(R) = r(R) 
it follows that 
kerv = H(R) 
It is not at first sight obvious which symbol sets may be appropriat 
for theorems of a Hartman type • We shall consider the following 
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C O (R) : 	 The space of continuous functions on the real line 
vanishing at .4cD 	and 	—co 
Cco(R) : 	 The space of continuous functions on the real line 
possessing limits (possibly different) at 	co 	and 	—co • 
BUC : 	The space of bounded uniformly continuous functions 
on the real line. 
AP 	: The space of uniformly almost periodic functions 
on the real line. 
It is well known ([9] p200) that the Toeplitz operators on the 
line are unitarily equivalent to the Toeplitz operators on the circle 
We show that the corresponding result is true for the Hankel operators. 
Using this equivalence we shall see that S is compact if and only 
if 	Hco(R) + c0 (R) . We shall also use this equivalence to-compute 
the essential spectrum of S when 0 c 1f°(R) + C co(R)s 
It is natural to consider the following symbol set A , associated 





SarasOn [34]- has -shown---t-hat--A = -H°°(R) -+ BUC -.- We shall-characterise-------
the Hankel operators with symbol in A in terms of a compact action 
on an algebra of operators, in a similar way to that of Theorem 3.2. - 
We finish this chapter by showing that H°°(R) + AP is closed 
(and thus the Hankel operators with almost periodic symbol form a 
closed subspace). We also pose an abstract 'H°° + C closure' problem 
which contains the above and several other such theorems in the 
literature. 
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The Unitary Equivalence between H2(T) and  
• 	 The linear fractional map from the open unit disc D to the 
upper half plane is given by 
	
w=i(i -z) 	 (z ED). 
(1 + z) 
The inverse transformation 
z = I + lcd 
1 - jC&) 
• shows that 
1O e 	= i + it 	 (0 e -ir,ir] , tER). 
it 
Thus 
ao= 	at 	 (i) 
2n lr(1 +t 2 ) 
Define Z from L2(T) to L2(R) by the map Zf = g where 
g(t) = 	i 	f{i + it 	(t e R) 	(2) 
/i(I - it) \1 - it,' 
• By (i) Z is an isometry and , since the inverse is well defined. , 
• Z is unitary . Moreover Z maps H2(T) onto H2(R) 
• 	Let J be the unitary on L2( T) defined by 
(Jf)( elO) =f(e16) 	 (f C L2(T)). 
For f c L2(T) we have , by (2) , 
(Fzf)(t) = 	I 	f(' i - it 
+ it) \i + it 
= 1-it 	i 	(if )(' i +it 
1 + it lir(i - it) 	- it 
• 	 • 	 = (zM1Jf)(t) = (zMf)(t) 
Thus 	 • 	JM 	ZPZ 	. 	 () 
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Let P be the orthogonal projection of L2 (T) onto H2(T) 
so that for 4 c L°°(T) the Toeplitz and 1-lankel operators with symbol 
acting on H2(T) are defined by 
T= FM 
0 	
and 	S = PJMIH2(T) 	respectively 
For 0 E L°°(T) we define 3 cL °(R) by 
3(t) = 	+ it 
\i -- it)  
Since M = ZMZ 	, E L(T) , it now follows that 
= ZTZIH2(R) 	 (4) 
and 	 S = ZSzIH2(R) . 	 (5) 
(The dual use of the notation S should cause no confusion in practise 
as it will be clear from the context whether 0 is a function on B. 
or T).. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let ç e L(R) . Then S , is compact if and only if 
çÜ E H7(R) + C 0(R) . 
Proof. Let 0 c L°°(T) be such that 3 = or • Then by (5) s , is compact 
if and only if S is compact. Thus by Hartman's theorem (Cor.3.5 and
ZO 
Theorem 3.7) S, is compact if and only if a4 c H°°(T) + c(T) . But 
C H7(T) .+ c(T) if and only if 3 E Hr(R) + c 0(R) , completing 
the proof. 
We now find the essential spectrum of S when P E H°°(R) + CJR) 
As one might hope , this can be expressed neatly in terms of the 
limits at + and -- of the c(R) component. 
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Notation. Let 00 be the function on the unit circle defined by 
40(e 
it ) 
= 	i(t + ir)e it 
	
ii- t < 0 




is continuous apart from a jump discontinuity at I . 
In fact ]iin 4 0( e it) = -7r j, and urn 00(e it  =v 	A simple 
t-,0+ 	 t-,0- 
computation shows that 
(Se,e 0) = (n + 	 n = 0 0 1 2 2.. 
where le ; n C Z 	is the standard orthonormal basis for H2(T) 
It follows that S 	is the Hankel operator given by Hilbert!s matrix 
Oo 
(a.). (i:+ j + 1) 1 	(i , j 	0,1,2.. ). 
Magnus 143-J has shown that the spectrum of S 	is purelyOo 
continuous and is the interval [o,ir] . Thus , denoting the essential 
spectrum of an operator T by a(T) , we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.6 (Magnus) 	a e  (s ) = 10., IT)Oo 
Notation. For : ,0 c c(R) let 	= kiim (OW -CO  
For 0 C L° (T) and a c T let 
(a) 	• , 	it, = urn 	, 
when this limit exists 
THEOREM 4.7. Let 0 c C(R) • Then a(S,) 	; 0 r. t 4 11 
Proof. Since a e  (s ) = [ 0,17] , and since , by Hartman' s theorem00
is compact when 8 is a continuous function on T , it follows that 




 (T) ='Ia4)0 + 0 ; a C , 0 e c(T)J ,then C 1  (T)18 the 
space of all functions continuous on T aP/art from possibly a jump 	67 
discontinuity at I • Moreover , if 0 c c 1 (T) , then (6) shows that 
a(S9) 	(o) ;O 	t 	 (7) 
, 
(since 4)0 'h 0  =PQ!L). 
Let W be the unitary operator on H2(T) d.efinedby (Wf)(z)=f(-z). 
Then WJ = 3W and for 4) E L°°(T) wsw = 	where 01 (e 
i 	4)( it ) 
If 4) is continuous appart from a jump discontinuity at -I then 
plainly 01 e c(T). and also 
o(-*1T) = ,(
0) 	 (a) 
Thus by (7) and (8) 
or
e 	
It4)(1T) ; o.t 4 ii• 	 (9) 
Let 4) be the function on the unit circle such that  
where çl e ç(R). Then 4) is continuous appart from (possibly) a jump 
discontinuity at -I and 	= - . Thus (z4)) ' = 4), and fromCO 
(5) and (9) it follows that 
Notation. For A > 0 let BA  denote the real norm closed algebra 
generated by 	I and TA. 
The following theorem is a Hartman type theorem for Hankel operators 
on 1?(R) with symbol in A = H(R) .+ BUG 
THEOREM 4.8. Let S be a Hankel operator on 1?(R) , then the following 
conditions are equivalent. 
 S = S for some 4) e A • 
 S 	acts compactly on BA for some A> 0 
 S 	acts compactly on BA for all A> 0 
V 	
(iv) lISTA1 	II - 	0 	as n -'- for some A > 0 
(v) PST  
n 11 
-. 	0 	as n -, for all A > 
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Proof. (ii) => (iv). Suppose that S acts compactly on B A for some 
A> 0 • Since T'1 C B? (n 1,2.. ) there exists a subsequence ITAn' A 	 . 
and T C B(112(R)) such that STA'1 - T ' 0 as k -. , Since S is 
in twi() this gives TA"S - T -' 0 as. k - 	. However , TA *n 
converges to zero in the strong operator topology (since Tia unitarily 
equivalent to u(A)* on L2(R)). Therefore T = 0 , and. so STAnk 9 
as k -, . Since this argument applies with the sequence ITA'1  replaced 
by each of its subsequences , it follows that ST A'1 -0, 0 as n - and 
(iv) holds, 	 ) > 
(iv) => (i). Let S = S for some 4) c L(R) and suppose that 
(iv) holds. Since ST A'1 twi(T) , Theorem 4.4 gives the exist4nce of 
e L°°(R) with ST '1 = S 
	




4) = cli e kery = lf°( R) . Thus 	
- e-inlLx 
	= 1I4,II - 0 as 
9 co which shows that 4) e A and (i) holds, 
(i) => (iii). Let A > 0 • Suppose that 4) = 
e-iknx with cli c 
n e N • Then S4) TA = s = 0 and so S = S4)(I - TA"TA'1) . Since 
(I - TA'1TA)BA has finite dimension , S 	has finite dimension and 
so S acts compactly on BA . Given 0 c A and c > 0 there exists 
4, of this form with 11 0 - 4, II c,c • Since the, symbol map is linear and 
contractive and c arbitrary we see that S 9 acts compactly on BA  for 
A> 0 , 0 E A and (i) holds, 
Since (iii) => (ii) and (v) => (iv) trivially , the other 
implications follow. 
We now show that if AP is the space of uniformly almost periodic 
functions on R , that is , the uniform closure of the trigonometric 
polynomials , then H°°(R) + AP is closed • The proof uses Rudin's 
theorem (Theorem 1.1) and certain Bochner-Fejr type maps which play 
the role of the linear maps A c T 
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The usual Fejr kernel on R is given by 
K(t) 	I - 	I' e ' 	= i (sin(nt/2) " 	, n e N 
Ikn \ 	n / 	 n \sin(t/2) / 
Let K (t) 	II K('8 	where ', wh i 1 ,fl2,.• ,j9 are real linearly P. 
independ4nt numbers,(and. n L 	 . E N , I i p • These are the Bochner- 
Fejr kernels ([2] p46). 
For f e AP the mean 
,- T 
	
M(f) = urn i j 	f(s) as 
T-co 2T LT 
always exists ([2] p12). Thus for f c A? we can consider 
a (x)=M(fK ) 
x Pop- 
where f(t) = f(x + t) . We have 
o (x) = 7, 	(i - i..I) ...(i - Iv ñMf(t)e_i(v1I9+•s+vpPp)tx 
jl"e IviI<ni \ 	Ui 	 .p j p 
I,.' <n pp 
a 	is the Bochner Fej'r polynomial for f corresponding to n , 
The following approximation theorem can be found in [2] p50 
ThEOREM 4.9. For each f E A? there exist Bochner Fej polynomials for 
f converging uniformly to f 
ThEOREM 4.10. H°°(R) + AP is closed 
Proof. Let M = if E L(R) ; M(f) exists . Then the mean , M( ) , 
is a bounded linear translation invariant functional on M such that 
M(1) = IIMII = I • Let 	be a translation invariant functional on 
L°°(R) extending M such that 	= (i) = 1 . ( Se tv\"). 
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Define A 	on L(R) by as 
(Af)(x) = if X K 	
(f C L°°(R)) 
j 
Since M is a state on L(R) and K (t) 0 , t ( R , 
1(A ()(x) I 	hf IIMIK 	= 11th  
Since Sr is translation invariant , 
(A ,g)(x) = 	(i -. i. ± i) ...(i - Iv I\If(t)o_Y1P1fpPp)t1x 
n, 	 P j 
p. 
Iv i<n 	 e i , 1+...,v P )x .() 
Thus A 	: L(R) -, A?. 	 (3) 
For f CAP, , by Theorem 4.9 , there exist A E JA I such that 
A(k)  f -, f in L°°(R) • In view of this and (1) and (3) above , to 
show that 11(R) + AP is closed. , it suffices , by Theorem 1.1 , to 
show that A 11(R) ' 11(R) . Thus by (2) above , it suffices. to 
show that 	f(t)et = 0 for A> 0 , f e'H(R).. 
For f C 11(R) and A> 0 
t)e 
A
dt 	= f 
f(z)e 	dz it 
iAz 
-k 	c 




f(t)et d.t 	E hr IhIe'I lazi I _T  
r. hIfhI/' 
the last inequality following from Jordan's lemma • Thus M(f(t)e t). 
exists and is zero , completing the proof 
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COROLLARY 4.11. The Hankel operators on H 2(R) with uniformly almost 
periodic symbol form a closed subspace of B(H 2(R)). 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 4.10 / and Theorem 4.4. 
We close this chapter by posing the following abstract H °° + C 
closure problem. It is easy to check that special cases of this problem 
include 1) the result above 2) Sarason's classical result and. :3) 
the generalisations to functions on the polydisc and. the ball in C ' 
discussed by Rudin in [32] 
Problem • Let F be a commutative family of operators on a Hilbert space. 
Let H be the weakly closed algebra generated. by F and let C be 
the C—algebra generated by F • Is H °°+ C closed ? 
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CHAPTER 5 
DOUBLY COMMUTING CONTRACTIONS 
In this chapter we develop some canonical models for doubly 
commuting contractions in terms of the Hardy spaces on the torus 
We shall also discuss the lifting problem for operators which 
intertwine families of doubly commuting contractions and related 
problems. 
The following lemma shows how certain compressions of doubly 
commuting contractions are again doubly commuting 
LEMMA 5.1. Let T 1 and T be doubly commuting operators on a 
Hilbert space. Let M 1 (resp. M 
2  ) be a reducing subspace for T 1 
(reap. T2). If the projections onto M 1 and IA2 commute and if 
Si = PrMflM(Ti) ,i = 1 0 2 , then S and S2 doubly commute , 
Proof, For i = 1 2 2 , let P be the projection onto M  so that 
P. = T1P1 . For x , y in 	we have 
(s 1 S2x,y) = (52x,5y) = (PI P2T2x,Tj*y) 
= (T2P2X,T1 11  1 y)= (T2x,T1 y) 
= (T1 T2x,y) . 
That-is s 1 s2 = pr(T1 T2 ) (compression to M1fl M  understood) 
Similar computations show that S 2S1 = pr(T2T1 ) , ss2 = pr( Tj *T2 ) 
and S
2 S 1  = pr(T2T1 ). Since the T. doubly commute so do the 
Notation. Let R be a Hilbert space and let K(R) be the Hilbert 
space of square suxnmable functions from Z 	 to R. That i8 
K(R) = lf:Z 2 
	
R ; 	I IIf(n,m) 11 2 < + n,mEZ 
+ 
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For convenience vectors in K(R) wilibe denoted by a double sequence 
= (X) j,j 	Ap .X1, E 
Let U1 (reap* u2) be the unilateral shift on K(R) defined 
by (U 	
, 
X) = x 	.(resp. (U x
2-)in = x 	).for x K(R) 1''- n,m 	n+1m 	 n, 	n,m+1 	 - 
One easily checks that U 1 and U2 are doubly commuting unilateral 
shifts of infinite multiplicity 
Remarks. The restriction of doubly commuting contractions to a common 
invariant subspace need not doubly commute • For example let If be 
the subspace of K(R) consisting of those vectors x such that 
x00 = 0. Then If is invariant for U 1 and U2 but if Si = U I M 
i = 1 2 2 , then S and S2 do not doubly commute. To see this take 
a vector 
(xi,J .) in If such that xiii 4 0 if and only if i=i , j=O. * 	* Then SS x=O and S sx40 21-- 1 2— 
The following theorem i8 a two dimensional version of a result 
of deBranges and Rovnyak (see for example (14j) 
THEOREM 5.2 Let T1 and T2 be doubly commuting contractions on 
n a Hilbert space 1,,such that T - 0 strongly as n - 	. Then there 3. 
exists a Hubert space R , a subspace C of K(R) invariant for 
U1 and U2 and a unitary W from H to C such that 
WTW = U1G 	 (i = 1,2) 
Proof, let R1 = (I - T.T1)2 pi-1,2  • Then R 1 R2 = R2R1 , 
R1 T2 = T2R1 	and R2T1 = T1 R2 . Let R = R1 R2 arid R = (R
1
-. R-
2-,H) -  
Define Z from H to K(R) by 
(Zx) 	= RT 1T2 x 	(i,j c z) 1,3 	1 
n 2 	n i2 IT 	 2 Since 	IIRT1 Y II = lIT1 y  It - 	y 	, n = 0,1,2, . , y E H, 
we have 
4 
Z 11 	 11 2 	].im : IIRjT k 	2 
Ok<ao n-' Ockn 
= iim1y 2 - II2i'YII2 
n-, 
= 11 3r 112 . 
Thus 
fZx 11 2 = 	hR R2T1 T2 x 11 2 
i,jEZ 
=E E lIR1T1R2T2ix 11. 2 
jEZ iEZ 
+ + 
=E flR2T23X 112 = lix 11 2 ,x C H 
jCZ 
It follows that Z. is a well defined isometry from H to K() 
Moreover ZTi = UZ for i = 1,2 • Thus G = ZH is invariant 
for U1 and U2 . Let Z0 be the unitary from H to G such 
that z = z l . Then Z0TZ0 = U I( , i = 1,2 , and thus taking 
W = Z0 completes the proof 
Notation. Let T 1 , T2 , R , R2 , 	, 	, U1 , U2 and G be as in the 
proof of Theorem 5.2, in addition let R1 = (RH) and let G1 be the 
closed linear span of JU 1& ; n e Z ' 
LEMMA 5.3 	G , = cK(); X 	= R2T2mY 	with Y 	C 	 (i) 
and 	C.2  = C K(R); Xn,m = R1 T1 y 	with Ym  C R• 	(2) 
Proof, Let 	x (1) 
 
c u.n span n C Z 	be a Cauchy sequence converging 
(k) m(k) (k) to y in G 	• Then x 	= RT 	where- in 1 n,m 22 n n 
un span tR1 T1 H , I • For fixed 	n 
(k) = 	(R2x 	,R2T2x,R2T22x,. ) 
is a Cauchy sequence in 	( R 	(since 	w (1c)  is the image of 
n-.-- 0 
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under the projection onto Ix ; Xjj = 0 i 4 n) . As we have seen 
in the proof of Theorem 5.2 
y -, (R2Y,R2T2Y,R2T2 y, 
is an isometry , Thus x 	 is a Cauchy sequence (in k) converging 
to y say, in R1 , as k -, .Thus 
(k) 	m 
y 	=limx =RT y n,m k 	
n,m 22 U 
It follows that G is contained in the right hand aide of (i) 
To show the reverse inclusion , since G i5 closed and invariant 
under U1 , it suffices to show that x' c G when 
X' n, m 
 = R2T2my 	n=O , y e 
n>O. 
In fact we may assume that y = R1y' where y' e H • But then 
xv = Zy' - U1 ZT1y' c 
Hence (i) holds and (2) is proved in a similar fashion 
Remark. The closed linear span of tU 2'G 1 = K(R) and thus JU1 ,U2 
is a minimal dilation of ITIOT2 1 consisting of doubly commuting 
isometries 
R 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let 	have closed range • Then G = 
is reducing for U 1 and invariant for U2 and G 2 
 is reducing 
for U2 and invariant for U 1 
Proof, If R = R 1 R2 has closed range, since 
R1R2H C, R122 r R2R, C (R1 RH) = R 
we have 	R1R2H=R1 flR 1 '.Let y 1 fl 2 .By the above and 
Lemma 5.3 	y0,0  = RijrO 
R. 	for some y0 




we have 	= R2T2ZYO . Since Y E ,G2 this implies 
Yn 
'M = R1T1R2T2 i0 
and thus y e G . Clearly & ( 	fl G and the proposition follows: 
Remarks. There are natural generalisations of the above results to finite 
families of doubly commuting contractions 
Is G n G = & &lW&Y8 '1 
The theorem of tie BrangeB and Rovnyak shows. that if T is a 
* 
contraction such that T • 0 strongly and I - T T is rank one 
then T is the restriction of the unilateral shift of multiplicity 
or4o one of its invariant subspaces • If we combine this with' Beurling' 8 
characterisation [] of the invariant subspaces of the shift we obtain 
an explicit function representation for T in terms of the Hardy 
space 1?(T) on the circle. 
We obtain a similar representation below , using the results 
already proved , in terms of the Hardy space on the torus 
Notation. Let U2 (resp. T2) be the cartesian product of two copies 
nP fhP nrn unit disc (resD. circle) . L2(T2) is the Hubert space of 
square integrable functions on T2 with respect to normalised- Lebeegue 
measure • If z and z 2 are the coordinate functions (restricted 
to T2) then 
aa, a2 
= Z 1 Z2 	, a E 
is .a complete orthonormal basis for L 2(T2) . 
1? (T2) 	
2 2 
 is the closed subspace of L (T ) spanned by 
; (a,cz) 	• If P is the orthogonal projection of L2(T2) 
onto 1?(T) and if 0 C L°°(T2) , then T = EfH2(T2) is the  
Toeplitz operator on 1?(T2) with symbol 4 , where M denotes the 
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multiplication operator on L 2(T2 ) defined by M 4)f = Of , f C L2(T2). 
One readily sees that T 
Zi 
and T 	are doubly commuting isometries 
of infinite multiplicity. Using Proposition 5.1 we can obtain from 
these operators a wide class of doubly commuting contractions (see 
Proposition 5.6). 
Let 4) be an inner function on the unit circle T , that is , 
4) C H(T) and I4)(e °) I = I a.e. on T • The following theorem s due to 
Beurling [J , is well known and we omit the proof. 
THEOREM 5.5. A closed subspace M of H 2(T) is invariant for T 	if 
and only if there exists an inner function 4) such that M = 1 2(T) 4)1 2(T). 
We will use the following notation : For an inner function 4) in 
H(T) let Oi
, i = 1,2 , be the functions on T2 defined, by 
4)1(z 1 ,z2 ) 	 (i.=1,2 , z, C T) • 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Let - , 	be inner-functions-in .Ji°°(T) . Let 
= 2( 
	
e41i2(T2) 	= H2(T2) e 	and 
= T 	1M 1 flM2 	 (i = 1,2) 
Then S and S2 are doubly commuting contractions such that S 1  and 
converge to zero strongly and such that (I - s1 S)(I 
- s2 s2) is 
a finite rank operator of at most rank one. 
Proof. T 	is in the weakly closed, algebra generated by I and. T Zi 
For if 	: (r) (els,elt) = 4,(re) for 0 < r < I , then T4) (r) 
in the uniform algebra generated by T 
Zi 
and I , and T4) () 
converges to T4) as r -' 1 in the weak operator topology • Similarly 
T 	is in the weakly closed algebra generated by T 	and I 
02 Z2 * 
Since T 	and •T 	doubly commute it follows that PI 
 = T T
Zi 
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and P2 = TT 	commute. Since P 
 (reap. P2) is the orthogonal 
02 02 
projection onto 4 1H2(T2 ) 	 Proposition 5.1 shows that 
S1 and S are doubly commuting contractions. 
Plainly S 
11 
- 0 strongly as n -, co since the same is true of 
the backward shift T 
Zi 
	




T ) the proof of Prop- 
osition 5.1 shows that 
(I --S 
I .S 1 )(1 
 - s2*s2) = pr(Q) 
Since Q is rank one , the proof is complete 
In order to prove a converse to the above proposition we will 
.2 	. 







H2(T) ® H2(T) and K(C) 
Let H2[H2(T)j be the Hilbert space defined in chapter 5 where 
we replace L by 1 2(T) . Let U be the canonical unilateral shift 
on H2[H2(T)J  and V the operator defined by the analytic operator 
valued function V(8) = T • 
Each f c 1?[H2(T)j  admits an orthogonal expansion 
V 	iko 	 2 f= Li , 	Etl(T) 
Ok<oo 
More over each gk has an orthogonal expansion 
a.e. 
CO 
with respect to the usual orthonorinal basis te.. 	of 112(T) • Thus 
we can define a unitary operator 0 from H2[H2(T)J to 112(T2) by 
• 	 V  
= Li 	&b.Z Z 
j 
0cj,k<oo " k 
* 	 * 
Moreover, 	T
ZI 
 =U and 	T I=V 




 z2 m =e®e 
and linearity extends to a unitary .also denoted T , which implements 
the equivalence .. We have 4'T* 	T 0 I and 	 1@ T 
Thus , pictorially , we have the following equivalence . 
8 
H2[H2(T)J,u,v 	 ). 	T)H2(T),TI,I®T Z I 
IIi(T2),TZ , TZ 
where 8 	is the unitary given by 
Of = E 	ak. eej 	 (f' c H[H2(T)J) 
k,jEZ 
(using the notation introduced for f above). 
Note that if L is a closed subspace of .1?(T) then 
	
81 2[LJ = H(T) 0 L . 	 (2) 
Note also that if 0 is an inner furiction"in H°°(T) then , using 
the notation above , 
( 2 (T2)) = H(T) & 01?(T) 
	
(3) 
Using the equivalences above we can now see what Proposition 3.9 
H2(T2 ) 
 says about   	. 




and reducing for T ZI  c Then there exists an inner function 
J, E H°°(T) such that 
M = 112(T2) 9 /(T2) 
Proof. Since 4M is a reducing subspace of H2[H2(T)J for U , by 
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• 	Proposition 5.9 ,M=1121Lj for some subspace L of H2(T) . Also 
* 	 * 
since 	M is invariant for V , plainly , by considering constant 
L valued, functions in H2[LJ , we see that L is invariant for T. 
Thus by Theorem 5.5 L = H2(T) e 0?(T) for some inner function • c if°( T). 
By (2) above 
81?LLJ 	1i(T) 19 [H(T) e bH2(T)J 
Thus 
= ((r) ® 1?(T)) e (?(T) 
and thus by (s) 
M = H2(T2 ) 8 4 2H2(T2 ) 
THEOREM 5.8, Let S1 and S be. doubly commuting contractions on H 
such that S -, co strongly as n - - , i = 1,2 , and such that 
(I — s 1 S1 )(I — s2 s2) is a. rankone operator • Then there exist inner 
functions 0 and # in Hr(T) and a unitary Z from H to 
= [112(T2 ) e 1 ('J n LO(T2) & çCr22(T2 )J 
such that 
ZS1Z * = T 
zI.
* 
IM 	(i = 1,2) 
Proof. R = (I — ss 1 )(I — s2 s2) is a rank one operator and has closed 
range which we identify with C • Thus by Theorem 5.2 there exists a 
subspace G of K(C) , invariant for U1 and U2 , and a unitary 
operator W from H to C such that WSW = UIC , i = 1,2 
By Proposition 5.4 ' C 	fl G where C, is reducing for U 1 and 
invariant for U2 and C2 is reducing for U2 and invariant for U1 ' . 
Using the natural identification of K(C) , U1 , U2 and 1?(T2) , T ,ZI 
T 	and Proposition 5.7 above , the theorem follows 
Z2 
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Lifting Problems. 
In chapter 2 we have seen that every family T of doubly commuting 
contractions possesses a unitary dilation U. It Is natural to ask 
whether we have a lifting theorem for the commutant of T 
Problem a) Let T be a family of doubly commuting contractions with 
a minimal - unitary dilation U • Does there exist a constant K > 0 
such that for each X in TJ' there exists an operator Y in JU ' 
such that X=pr(Y)and UI r.  scIIxII ? 
Whilat it may be optimistic to think that this is true in general , 
we may have lifting theorems for special cases other than trivial 
extensions of the classical case • A special case of this problem 
concerns the doubly commuting contractions we have characterised above. 
Let S1 and s2 be as in Proposition 5.6 and let A = S 1. ,i = 1,2 , 
It follows that for 4, e H00(T2)  that prM 	 commutes with A1 
and A2 . Do we have the converse ? 
Problem b) Let X commute with A1 and A2 . Does there exist 4, EH(T2 ) 
such that X = prM fl 
In fact the single variable analogue of problem b) was solved 
by Sarason [33J , using-function theory techniques , and it was this 
result which led Sz—Nagy and Foias to prove the lifting theorem. 
Similarly here , problem b) might be settled by considering the function 
theory of the torus and in particular the relationship between H2( T2 ) 
and H1 (T2 ) 
Another special case of problem a) (more precisely of its intertwining 
formulation) and more in line with the theme of this thesis , is 
whether we have a Nehari theorem for Hankel operators on H 2( T2) • We 
consider this in more detail below 
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Notation. let L be the unitary operator on L2(T2) defined by 
LZ1lZ2m = 	 (n , m C z) 
and for • cL00(T2) let 	be the operator defined by 
S 	PIE ,IH2(T2 ) , 
where P is the orthogonal projection of L 2(T2) onto H2(T2) 
It is straightforward to verify , as in Proposition 5.1 , that 
S is Hankel relative to IT ,T 	, but do all such Hankel operators 
z 1 a a 
arise in this way 7 
Problem c) Does there exist sc > 0 such that for each S e twilT ,T
Zi 
there exists 0 e L() such that S = S and 11,011 	K ils 	7 
As in problem b) , this may be settled by considering the 
relationship between H 1 (T2) and H2(T2) . In fact the classical Nehari 
theorem may be proved using the fact that each f in H(T) can be 
written as a prod.uct.of functions g and h in H2(T) such that 
llg 11 22 = Illi 1122 =  1 1 f 11 	(see for example [9] p204 problem 7.9) 
However such factorisation theorems do not hold forH! (T ' ) if n-> - 1 
(see LiJ , 128j ) . Nevertheless , one is able to show that the answer 
to c) is yes if the unit bail of H 1 (T2) is the closed - convex hull 
of fg ; ; 	, g c 1?(T2 ) 1 
• 	The following example shows that if T is a family of commuting 
isornetries with minimal commuting unitary dilation U, then we do not 
necessarily have a lifting theorem for twi() 
Let T = ET,T1 C B(H2(T2 )) . T is a family of commuting 
isometries (not doubly commuting) with minimal commuting unitary 
dilation W = M , M 	C B(L2(T2)). Let M = ker(T ) and 
Zj 	L1Z2 	 ZI 




3 	Y 0• 
00 
with respect to the decomposition H2(T2) = M ç 	• We have 
ST = T * 3 = 0 • Thus ST 	
* 
T 	S 0 and S e twi(T) 
Z,Z2 	Zi Z2 
Note however that S need not be in twi(T) *(For example let Y 
be the projection of M onto the linear span of 11..Z2 L). It is easy 
to verify that twiyj = twilM,MJ = 	; 	e L°° • It follows 
that if T E twi .JW1 then PrH2(T2)(T) E twi(T) . Thus 
twi(Z)( pr(twiJ) 
It is clear what is going 'wrong here ; T1* has a 'large' kernel 
on which we can construct arbitrary operators. This leads us to the 
following interesting problem. 
Problem d) Let U be a commutative family of isometries with minimal 
unitary dilation W . If U has a cyclic vector is twilul = pr(twiw) ? 
Remarks • I • A family of commuting isometries always possesses a 
minimal commuting unitary dilation which i3 unique up to isomorphism 
(see [22]) 
2. A simple closed graph argument shows that if Problem d) 
has an affirmative answer then there exists i > 0 such that for each 
X E twiJUJ there exists Y E twiJZJ such that x = pr(Y) and 
IIY U 6. sc DXII • If this holds do we in fact. have sc = 1 7 
5. Note that problem d) contains the problem mentioned at the 
end of Chapter 2 
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Lifting Theorems and Complemented Spaces 
We finish this chapter by showing the following. If there exists a 
bounded weakly continuous projection from B(H2) onto the space of 
(classical) Hankel operators then we have aNehari theorem for Hankel 
operators on the torus. 
This result is unsatisfactory in that we do not know whether such 
a projection exists , but perhaps the result and the techniques used in 
its proof may contribute to the eventual solution of the problem. 
In what follows it will be convenient to work with H2 [ 12(T)J 
instead of H2(T2 ) 
Notation. H2 is the classical Hardy subspace of L 2 . H2[H2J , L2[H2J , 
L2[L2J are the usual Hilbert spaces of L2 valued functions as defined 
in chapter 3 
Let U be the canonical bilateral shift on L2[L2J , 
U' = UIL2[H2j , a bilateral shift , 
and 	U'' = U1H2[H2J , a unilateral shift . 
Let W be the bilateral shift on L2EL2 J defined by the operator 
iO 
valued function W(e ) = .M a.e. . 
.- WIL2[H2J , a unilateral shift , 
W2 I = WIH2[H2J , a unilateral shift 
We have U,W 
C = LODE 	Cj ,where 	c denotes the commutant , 
and we denote this space by LOOLLOD] . 
Let 3 be the unitary operator on L2 [L2] defined by 
(Jf)( e18 ) .= f(ei0) 	(f e L2 EL2J) 
and 3' = JIL2[H2j , also a unitary • Let R be the unitary 
operator on L2 defined by (Rf)(e16) = f(e 10) and let F be the 
unitary on L [L J defined by 
(Fg)(e18) = 4(e 0)) 	(g E L2EL2J) 
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We have J c twi(U) , F C twi(W) and •JF = FJ E twiEU,W . Since 
L(LJ it follows that 
twiiU,W 	JFL°°[LJ 
....2 
Remarks 1. Under the equivalence between L [L 2 ] and. L 2 (i ) given 
earlier in this chapter JF corresponds to the operator L . 
- 	2. Without any real confusion and for notational convenience , 
we identify operator valued functions and the operators they define 
The following proposition which we denote by (P) is equivalent to 
problem c) 
(P) 	There exists a constant K > 0 such that for each S e twitU' ',W'' 
there exists 8 c L°°117j such that 
S = S = pr(JF8) and 	11 e fl 	ic  us II 
Notation, For 4 L'[B(H2)J  C B(L2 H2 J) 	54, = pr 1?[H 
 21010 
and for 8 c LOO[ B(I 2)J C B(L2[L2 J) 	Be  = PrH2 { 2 ](JFG) 
Also let H0°°{B(H2)j = 4, E L[B(H2)j 	1k = 0 for k c 01 
ie. 	 = .4' C L°°1 B(H2)J ; ('( )x,y) c H0 V x,y E 
PROPOSITION 5.9. Let 3 c twijUl I I . Then there exists 4' c L[B(H2)J-
such that 114' II = II S II and S = Pr2[H2j(J'4') =S 4, 	Also 
S4, E twilWill if and only if 4W' - W'% E H0a0[B(H2) j 
Proof. Since IU'] = L[B(H2)J and J' e twi(U') , as in Proposition 3 .1 
we see that twi(U') = J' L[B(H2)] . Since U' is a unitary dilation of 
U" the first part of the proposition now follows from Theorem 2.6. 
Let S = S with 4' c L[ B( H2) J • For f and g in H2 [ H2 ] the 
following equations are equivalent . 
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(Sw''f,g) = (w''sf,g) 
(sw'f,g) =(sf,w'g) 
(J'w'f,g) = (J'f owl g) 
(w'f,J'g) = (f owl  J'g) 
w'')f,J'g) = 0 
Thus S C twi(W'')' if and only if V111 - 	€ 
We will need the following technical lemma for Proposition 5,11 . 
Notation. Since H2 is separable , the weak operator topology (r topology) 
on the unit ball of B(H2) is metrizable • Thus there exists a sequence 
of open neighbourhoods of the origin such that if T c B(H2) 1 
then T -, 0 (T w if and only if for each m there exists N such 
that T c 	for nN. n m 
DEFINITION. Let 4> , 4 e L°°[B(H2) j . Then t - 	uniformly in the 
weak operator topology , or uniformly r , if for each U there exists 
N such that 
n 10 
	i8 
(e ) - e / e 	a,ee 	for 	n> N 
Remarks. 1. This definition is iridepend..nt of the choice ofV 	
CO 
mm  
2. The uniform T topology on L°° [B(H2) j is weaker than 
the norm topology but stronger than the weak operator topology 
LEMMA 5.10, Let S be a subspace of B(H2) which is closed in the 
weak. operator topology. Then for each § C La3ISJ there exists eo 
(n) 
L [Si n=1,2, . e such that 
(n)
is simple , n c N , 





In particular 	-' 	in the weak operator topology 
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Proof. Since B(H2 ) 1 is compact in the r topology there exists , 
f or each n , a finite collection of translates of V , say 
E1Tl,.. 	
Er n 
n, , covering B(H2) 1 
Clearly it i3 sufficient to prove the lemma for those 0 of norm 
net—g&ter than I • So suppose that II II ,i I and let 
e 0; (e10) 	E 	'(e 0) 	, jd.<k 	, I 	k 4 r 
Then 1F ' ; I 	i 4 rJ is a partition of the unit circle into 
murable subsets. Let x' be the characteristic function of 
for I 4 i r, r n 
 and n c N . If Fi 	 I 
has measure zero set S = 0 , 
otherwise choose S e S fl 	such that II s  U 	I • Now let 
• 	 (n) = 	
Si 
lir 
so that the t 	satisfy (i) and (ii) . From the way we have 
constructed the 	we see that I T1)(e10) - (e10) E Vn _:.v for 
all 0 appart from a set of measure zero. It follows that 
uniformly in the weak operator topology and (iii) holds 
Go PROPOSITION 5.11. Let § e L 
everywhere. Then there exists 
/ io 
or 
B(H2)j be Hankél operator valued almost 




Proof. By Lemma 5.10 there exist Hankel operator valued simple functions 
(n) = L 	X  n3n such that ii n) 	11§11 anti (n) converges 
1d.r 
to 	in the weak operator topology. Here the S ' are Hankel operators 
and , for each n , 	; I i 4 r I is a set of characteristic 
functions of a partition of the unit circle. 
By the Sz—Nagy Foias lifting theorem or the classical Nehari 
theorem, for each 	there exists 	n •  LoD(T) such that 
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S i n = pr112(R 1 ) and kn fl = 	. Let 
= I 
1dX' fl . 
so -that 	pr(F8') and. 116 (n II 	is clearly 
measurable and in L[Lj . Let. 8 be a T Limit point of 
It Is now routine to check that 8 has the required properties. 
Unfortunately we cannot combine Propositions 5.9 and 5.11 to 
deduce that S = S = so • The t of Proposition 5.9 is not necessarily 
Hankel operator valued almost everywhere, What we have i8 
VO - 	c H000[B(H2)j (instead, of tyll - 	= a). Theorem 5.13 
shows that the existance of a r continuous bounded projection from 
B(H2) onto the space of classical operators can bridge this gap . 
First we show that proposition (F) is equivalent to the following 
proposition (Q) concerning operator valued functions whose negative 
Fourier coefficients are Hankel operators. 
() 	There exists a constant K >.O such that for each 	e L°°1,B(H2)j 
whose negative Fourier coefficients 	, k 4 0 , are Hankel 
'operators there exists IP C L[B()J such that 
(j) 	Tk is a Hankel operator for all k. 
4'k = k for all k. 0 
fl *I 	11, 11 
Remark. Of course one can ask whether similar propositions hold when 




PROPOSITION 5.12. (P) holds if and only if () holds 
Proof. (Q) => (P) . Let S E twiUSt,WtS 	and let 	c LLB(H2)J 
be the symbolof Proposition 5.9 so that S = S and 
- 	H0°°1B(H)J 
Since ('w' - wt*)k = kTz - T*k it follows that {W' - W' 	EHØC0[B(H2)j 
if and only if § is a Hankel operator for k 4 0. Thus if (Q) holds 
there exists 4' 9 L00[B(H2)J  such that 4' is Hankel operator valued 
almost everywhere , (ie. '1'k is Hankel for all k), IT II 4sc 11 § ii 	and 
= k for k 4 0 • This last condition implies 4 - 4' c 
H0c0[B(H2)J 
and thus S = S = S 4, . Moreover , Proposition 5.11 applies to 4' andlb 
there exists 9 c L[LJ such that 	lie II = 114' ii 4 K 1k II = K us II 
and 'I' = PrL2[H2J(F9) . Thus S = S 	S9 , and (i') holds. 
(P) => (Q) . Let 4' e L[B(H2)J  be such that i k is a Hankel 
operator for k 4 0. It follows that 4W' - W'4' c H0c[B(H2)J  (as we 
noted above). By Proposition 5.9 S t C twiU'',W''. Thus if (P) 
holds there exists 9 in LeO[LJ  such that lie ii 	11 and 
S = PrH2[fi2J(JFe) . Thus s4' = PrH2[H21(J'4') = S, where 
4' = prL2[i.2](F9) • Since '1' is Hankel operator valued. .4' 	is a 
Hankel operator for all k • Moreover 114' II 	lie II 4 ic 4' II and 
S 4' = S 	4' - 4' c H0°°[B(H2)j => 4'k = 	
for k 	0 	and. 
(Q) holds. 
THEOREM 5.13. Suppose there exists a r continuous bounded .projection 
IT of B(E) onto the space of Hankel operators. Then () and (Q) 
hold. with K ra Mull 
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Proof, Let S denote the space of Harikel operators on H2 . Let 7T be 
the projection of L°1B(H2)J onto L[SJ defined by 
	
10. 	18 
7r(e ) 	 (0  
(n) 
Then ir 	L [SJ and. 	07411 C 11vil 11011 . In fact if 	, n 	1 9 2.. 
are the simple S valued functions converging to ' uniformly r, 
—(n) 
as in Lemma 5 • 11 , then vO is the uniform. r w limit of iTI 	and 
thus is in L[3J 
ir 18 also continuous in the r topology on 17[B(H2)J1 . For 
suppose 	, § e L [B(H2)J 1 and §
(n) - 	
(r) . To show that 
7T , r , it suffices to show 
--(n) (r 	 - (7%j,x I ) as n - 
for arbitrary characteristic functions XEsXE1and f , g E H2 C L2[H2J. 
Since 
XE
commutes with 	we must show that 
2LEE* 	
dO 	
-, 	27r j 
XEXE,(1T(0)f,C) do 	. 	(i) 
Since 	- 	(i) It follows that 
	 - (e1O) and thus 
that v§
(fl)(10) -, 7(e1B) 	(r) almo, 3t everywhere. Thus by dominated 
convergence (i) holds and we see that iT is T continuous on L00[B(H2)J1. 
To show that (Q) (and therefore (P)) holds , it will be 
sufficient to show that if the negative Fourier coefficients k , k < 0 
are Hankel operators then (ir)k = k • (For if this is so we may take 
4' =r§ and K= hint in  
Let cl E 100jB(112)j and let k be Hankel for k 4 0. Let T be 
the Cesaro means of § as defined in chapter 3. Then , as in the classical 
case, 11  n  Ile. 1k II and. T • 0 in the r topology . Thus by the 
above UT -, ir' and (VT)k ' 	
. ButikO 
T(0) = 	Ii - 	ike 
IkI<n 
and 80 
- 	IL) Vtk 	 v k E Z . 
Thus for k 4 0 
(t - L.t) 0k 	• 	 as n + 
Hence 	 for k 4 0 completing the proof. 
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CHAPTER 6 
HANKEL OPERATORS WITH DISCONTINUOUS SYMBOL 
In this chapter we show that the closed linear span of the positive 
Haflkel operators is a proper subspace of the Hankel operators and contains 
all the compact Hankel operators 
There is an elementary formula# which relates products of Hankel 
operators to products of Toeplitz operators.which in particular shows 
that each positive Hankel operator and the product of arty two Harikel 
operators lie in the C*_algebra T generated by the Toeplitz operators. 
We shall use the elegant localisation theory of Douglas [91 to show 
that there exist Hankel operators not in T • This may be regarded as an 
extension of the result above. The proof rests on the fact that the 
adjoint of a Hankel operator does not depend locally on its symbol 
Notation. For 0 s a < 217 let 4a(e1t) = ( i(t + v - a)eit ,aiT iE t < a 
	
1. i(t - IT - a)eit ,a 	t;< 
Then 0 a  is continuous appart from a jump discontinuity at e1CX , 
and 	II v • An elementary computation shows that 
(S e1,e0) 	e(1)/(n+1) 
= fR 
dz
a  a 
where R  is the ray from 0 to e ia 
We have already noted in chapter 4 that S 	is the positive Hankel
00 
operator given by Hfl 	 Ibert s matrix i + j + ij 	i,j = 0 2 1,00 
(i) shows that (S e ,e ) _ is the moment sequence given by Lebesgue 
00 nn-. 
measure on IO,iJ . 
In fact in order for the infinite Hankel matrix , T = (c i .) 




for all complex numbers a0 , a, 	ait Ia necessary and sufficient 
that there exists a non decreasing function p on (-°°,°) such that 
L 
CO 
x i dp(x) 	(j = 0,1,06 ) 
(for example see [43J). 
The following theorem due to Widom {9J characterises the measures 
P which correspond to Harikel operators. 
If T is a bounded operator it is necessary that the c be 
bounded and hence that p(x) be constant for x < -1 and x > I 
Thus we may assume that p is a non decreasing function on [-i,ij . 
THEOREM 6.1. (Widom) The following are equivalent 
T represents a bounded operator 
C = 0(j) 	, j -, CO 0 
C) 	p(l) - p(x) 	o(i - x) 	as x - I and 
P(X) - p( -1) 	00 + x) 	as x -, -1 
Proof. We may assume that p = p1 + p2 where p1 is constant for 
x < 0 and p is constant for x > 0 • Let 
a  = ftk dp1(t) 	, 	b  = 
	
t  dp2(t) 
so that Ck = ak + bk , k 0 • Note that ak  0 for all k and 
bkO fork even. 
C) => b) Integrating by parts gives 
aj =iJ x[p 1 (i) - p1 (x)J dx 	Aj 	x(i - x) dx 
0 	 fo 
= .A/(j+1) 
for some constant A 
6.3 
Similarly 	Ib I r. B / (j+i) for some constant - B and. -hence b) holda. 
b) > o). If b) holds then since ak, b  are positive for k even 




= 5. xãp1 (x) 	(1- 6)1(1(1) -p1(1-&)) o 
Let j be the smallest even integer not less that 	, 50 that 
j < 6 + 2 • Then 
- p1 (1-6) 4 a 	- 6) 	C 
C6(i - 6)(87+2) =o(&) 
as 6 - 0 • A similar argument shows that p2(x) - 02(1) = 0(1+x) as 
x - -1 and c) follows 
b) => a). This follows from an elementary argument using the fact that 
Hubert's matrix defines a bounded operator. 
a) => c). Since 





for finite sums , wehave , if T is bounded. , 
ax 1 2 dp(x) 	JITIJ Z l a 1 2 
and this holds whenever the powerjeries is uniformly convergent on [-i,i]. 
If a. = r (o < r < 1) we conclude 
f 	dp(x) ' 	lIT II 
J —2  r 2  
and so 	- 
dp(x) 	 11T1 
22 	 fr 2. 2 (i- r ) 	(i-rx) I - r 
and a similar inequality for p(-r) - p( -1) giving c) 
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DEFINITION 6.2. A function f on the unit circle has a jump 




Let P be the norm closed linear span of the positive. Hankel operators. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let 0 be a function on the unit circle which is continuous 
apyart from possibly a jump discontinuity at I and -1 
Than S e1,. 
Proof. Since S = 	where 	= q(z) (see lemma 6.8) it will 
be sufficient to consider 0 such that 0 is continuous on 
T1 = le
it 
 ; 0 t ri Ir I and vanishes on T\T1 . By the Stone Weierstrass 




'n it )= 	e 	Otir 
0 	7T<t<27T 
for n c. Z • Fix n e Z and c>O and let 
O(z) 	= I z(ci+z) -(n+1) 	 , z E 
0 	 z e T\ T1 
Since O converges uniformly to 	on T1 as C -, 0 it will 
be sufficient to show that 5 C P • We have 
C 1 2v 







C 	 27T O 
IT 
= 	it 	it -(n+1) lint I e (ei+e ) 	e dt 
-1 
-(n+I) m = 	 (ej + z) 	z dz 	(i) aJ 1 
-(n+1) Now (ei + s) 	= h1 - h2 + i(h - h4) where 0 r. hi(s) 4 K for 
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is c L-i,iJ and some constant ic • Let 
	
= 	L hi(s) d.s 	 s C [ - 1,1.1 
for I 4 i 4 4 Theorem 6.1 applies and thus there exist positive Hankel 




dpi(s) 	 I 	i 4 4 
It follows that 3 = -( 2iri) S1 - S + i( S 	54) e P and this 
completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 6.4. P contains all the compact Hankel operators 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 6.5 and Hartman' s theorem 
Hankel Operators not in P. 
go 
THEOREM 6.5. Let S be a Hankel operator such that(Se,e 0) 	is 
the moment sequence of a finite regular Borel measure on a closed set W C 
D \V where V is an open neighbourhood of e in the closed unit 
disc D • Then 113 	- Sli 	1
Oa 
Proof. Let t(se ,e fl 	be the moment sequence the finite regular n 0 n=O 
BOrel measure 	that is 





Let x= 	 ,x La 	e 	and p(A)= 	A' ,Ae. 
OnN 	 OnE n   N OnN n 
Then if we let S = S 	we have a 
((Sa - S)x,) = E 4jekaejek) - E 
j,k 	 ,j,k 
= j,k jk 
f 	
j+k dz - 	ejkf 'j+k dp(z) 
j,k 	w 
= I' p(A) 2 dX 	- I p)2 dp(A)  
Clearly (i) also holds for p analytic in a neighbourhood of V with 
x the corresponding H2 function.. 
Let-- p E( z ) = ( z - ( 1+c)e1CZYl 	, e > 0 • Then 'lp(z)l 	ac for all 
t ED\V and c > 0 , for some constant ic • Thus 
I f ,C(,),)2 dg.. (A) I 	U 	for all c > 0 	(2) 
for some U • Let xE  be the H2 function'correspond.ing to p( • Since 
IIxlI - 	as E -, 0 it follows from (i) and (2) that it will be 
sufficient to prove that there exists an c > 0 such that 
2 I I 	pE())2 d.A 	 lix e  fi 	0 < C < E0 	() 
For if () holds we have 
is - s 1111 a 	 , ? 	MS  - S1x ,x ) 
	
? 	.1 a(2 dA I - 
	
i f (4)2d(4) I 
11 X ,6 112 - U 	 . 
Since IIx II = iI 	Ii and 	Iix 	-, 	 as C - O 	11 S - S ii 	I 
We prove () and thus complete the proof of the theorem by proving 
the following two lemmas 
LEMMA A There exists c > 0 such that 
i 	 dA I > 	5 	. for 0 < ( < 
LEMMA B. There exists 	> 0 such that 
11  E I1 2 < 	3 	 for 0 < c < 
4E 




A) 2 A 	= 	f e Ia 
	
d.t 




 fo 	(t _(i)) 2 = 	- (i+e) 
> 5 	for 
4E 
Proof of Lemma B 
	
21T 2v 	
dt lix II 	= j-I 	dt 	 = 	1• fo
_
it27r /
0 le 	- i1 +E)e 12 	
2ir 	le 	- (I+e)I 
With & > 0 fixed. note that 	I dt 	is bounded 
2ir 
C le 	- (1 +E)1 2 
as E -, 0 where C 	




1 	 at 
—6 le, it - (1 +E)1 2 
6 
ifNow 	 at. 	.6 le, it - (1 + 1 2  








21r - 	+ 2(1+)(1 -; cos t) 
Choose 8' such that I — cost > t2/4 , t e [-6 0 0 8'J , then 
1 f 	< I f 
6' 	
• 	-i tan-' ( 8' 
TITJ_ 8 , 2-w J_•$ , C  
+ t2/2 
As C -, 0 42 tan ( a" 	- , < 5 	This completes the proof of 
V -92 	4 
the lemma 
COROLLARY 6.6. S 	P for a e (O,ir) U (9,21r) 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 6.1 that if S is a Hankel operator in 
the linear span of the positive Hankela then 	 is the moment
co 
sequence of a finite regular Borel measure on [ -1,1] . By Theorem 6.5 





COROLLARY 6.7. The linear space of Hankel operators is non seprable. 
oil 
Proof. Theorem 6.5 implies that IS ; 0 4 a < 21T1 is a non denumerable 
Oa 




Remark. Nehari' a theorem shows that the space of Hanke:L operators is
co isomorphic to L/ H (as a Banach space),It follows from Corollary 6.7 
that L / H 	is non separable . See [I] for seven more proofs of 
this 
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We now use the elegant localisation theory of Douglas [9J to 
show that there are Hankel operators which do not lie in the C-algebra 
, generated by the Toeplitz operators on H2 . We shall see that this 
may be regarded as a generalisation of Corollary 6.6 (since P C 
Moreover , here we avoid Widom's characterisation of the positive 
Hankel operators (Theorem 6.1.) and the rather technical Theorem 6.4 
Notation, Let T denote the Toeplitz operator on H2 , for 'O C i7 ,ie. 
T 	W,IH2 , and let T be the G*-algebra generated by the Toeplitz 
operators. 	 . 
For 0 C L 	let 4,*(z) = 4,() and. 4,*(z) 	for z C T., 
where T denotes the unit circle. We have 
JM4,=M,J 
where J is the usual 'flip' unitary defined by Je = e_ ,n C Z , and 
where e ; n E ZI 18 the standard basis of 
* 
LEMMA 6.8. S, =& 
Proof. For n,mCZ(S 4,e,e)=(JMee)(MJee) m 	4,n m 	4, n.m 
= (Jen,Mem) = (e,Sem) 
LEMMA 6.9. S S = T - TZT, ,q5, C L 
cc 
Proof. 	S4, S4,= PJMPJM41 IH2 	= 
= WLJPJMZMIH2 
Since MJPJM = I - P we have 
= FM 4 (1 - 
= T - 
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COROLLARY 6.10 P C T 
Proof. It suffices to show that if S is a positive Hankel operator 
then S E T • Lemma 6.9 shows that S2 C . 	therefore, since S is 
the unique positive square root of S. , and T is a C—algebra , 
Se. 
COROLLARY 6.11 • If 	, dr c L and if S5 or 0 is continuous then 
T - TT is compact 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 6.9 and Hartman' s theorem 
Notation. Let J be the closed ideal in T generated by 
IT;dEC(T) , 	A)=o 
Let TA 
 = T / J A 
 and. let 
A 
: T -, T 
A 
 be the natural quotient 
- 	 . 	 -- 	-- 





The following two theorems can be found in [9J 
THEOREM 6.12* ker contai* the ideal of compact operators K and 
induces a °isoinetrical isomorphism 
: T/K 
XCT 
Notation, Let A be the maximal ideal space of L and let 
= m e A; m(z) = A 
be the fibre in A over A for A C T . 
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THEOREM 6.13. Let 	 be functions in L with' Gelfanil transforms 
j . on 
A and let A c T • Then L.( 	TI T 	) depends only on the 
i 10L j j 
functions 'LjjIFAi , j 
COROLLARY 6.14. If 0 , 	c L and ç is continuous on a neighbourhood 
of X C T then 	- T,T) =0 . 
Proof. Theorem 6.13 implies that we can assume 'ç to be continuous on T. 
Apply. Corollary 6.11 and Theorem 6.12 
THEOREM 6.15. Let a e T , .a j 1 1.,-11, and let 0 be a function in L ao 
which is continuous on T apart from a proper discontinuity at a 
Then ST. 
Proof.. By Lemma 6.9 SS = T,,12 - TT 	. By Corollary 6.14 
A(s3) = 0 , A + a 
Suppose now that S C Z . Since 41 
A 
 is a * homomorphism 
A(s) * A(s) = 0 for A 4 a • Similarly , since by Lemma 6.8 S > = S 
and 	is continuous appart from a discontinuity at 	, it follows that 
(s) A(s) * = 0 for A 4 • Thus 	= 0 for all A . There- 
cc 	çk 
fore by Theorem 6.12 S is compact,. However,by Hartman's theorem , 
is not compact • Thus we conclude that S 
COROLLARY 6.16. Let 	be a function in L which is continuous aI)1 (art 
from a proper discontinuity at a 4 i or -1 • men S 0 j P . 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 6.15  and Corollary 6.10  
CHAPTER 7 
SPACES OF OPERATORS WHOSE SUMS ARE C*_ALC.EBRAS 
§1 Introduction. 
Let X be an infinite dimensional Banach space with closed sub-
spaces Y and Z • Then Y + I need not be closed. In this chapter 
we obtain algebraic hypotheses on closed spaces of operators on & 
Hilbert space which ensure that their sum is closed. 
Conditions on Y and Z which ensure the automatic closure of 
their sum have been investigated by various authors. Not surprisingly , 
because of the generality of this problem , the results are rather 
scattered in the literature over various topics , and the techniques 
used peculiar to the context. For example,cond.itions on ideals in 
Banach algebras have been considered by Reiter [29J (for ideals of 
Detraz [LoJ (for function algebras), stegenga [35] (for the disc algebra) 
and Rud.irz [32J . Rudin's paper also contains generalisations of Sarason' 8 
result that HCO  + C(T) is closed (using Theorem 1.1 of chapter 1). 
Further results concerned with this circle of ideas have been considered 
by Stegenga (t.36j and [37J) and in chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis. 
The following result ([2J cor 1.17.5) is nearer to what we shall 
be considering here : Let A be a C*_algebra , B a C-subalgebra of A 
and I a closed two sided ideal of A • Then B + I is a C*_aigebra. 
In section 3 we show that I can be replaced by certain C*_modules 
Of particular interest to us will be C-iaodules which arise as spaces 
of intertwining operators. 
The general philosophy of this chapter is that 'algebraic and 
ad.joint closure' imply topological closure. We finish with two open 
questions which reflect this belief and contain many of the theorems 
we shall prove . 
17- 
We first show that some conditions on spaces of operators,other 
than just being self-ad.joint', are necessary for closed sums. The 
following lemma is an elementary corollary of the open mapping theorem 
and we omit its proof. 
LEMMA. Let 	X 	and 	Y 	be d4eo4nt closed subspaces of a Banach apace, 
Then 	X + Y 	is not closed if and only if there exist x 	in 	X and 
y 	in 	Y 	,n = 1,2.. 	, such that 	fl x 	U and 	Il yn  II are bounded 
above and bsew and 	lix 	+ y I 	-' 0 , 	n -' co 
PROPOSITION 7.1 There exist C*_algebras of operators 	A 	and 	B 	on a 
Hilbert space K 	such that A + B 	is not closed. 
Proof. Let M and N be closed subspaces of an infinite dimensional 
Hilbert space K such that M + N is a non closed direct sum which 
is dense in K(eg. see [15J). Let A (reap. B) be the C*-algebra of 




= 0 (resp. bIN = 0). Since M + N is not closed by the 
lemma there exist real constants K 	 and K 2 	, and 	x 	c M , y 	E N 
such that K 	4 	llx 	H IIY 	I 4 k2 	,n = 	1,2.. 	, and 1 n 
Ix 	+ y  1 -1-0 	as n - 	. Let a 	(resp. b) 	be the operator in 
A 	(resp. B) 	defined by 	az = (z,x)x (reap. 	bz = (z,y)y 	) 	for 
z 	inK,n=1,2.. We have 
(a 	- b)z = (z,x)x 	- (z,y)y 
= (z,x 	+ y)x - (z,y)(x 	+ y ) 
Thus 
IIan _bn II 	Ux+yII IIxII + IIyIL IIx+yII 
and so 	Il.a n - b n  1 -* 0 as n ' 	. Since A fl.B = 101. 9 and 
K 
1 2
4, ha II, lb nil  Ca K22 	fl = 1 0 2.. , the lemma shows that A + B 
is not norm closed . 
Notation and Definitions. 
Throughout this chapter , unless otherwise stated , we shall 
be concerned with spaces of operators acting on a fixed Hilbert space K. 
Spaces of operators are denoted by capital letters and the operators 
themselves by lower case letters. 
Given a set S of operators on K , let S denote the positive 
• 	
+ 
operators in S .,S is self-adjoint if a C S implies a 	S • The 
weak operator tppoiogy and strong operator topology are denoted by r 
and r respectively. 
DEFINITION let A be a C-algebra acting on K. A C*_bimodule of A is 
a space of operators B on K such that ab , ba 0 B for all 
a (A, b EB. 
Let FCB(K). 
DEFINITION 7.2 An even (resp. odd) product of F is an operator of 
the form 	a1U1a2Z2.. 	* 9a an  where a 	e P , a. e N 	and 
a. 	is even (reap. odd.).' 
3. 
DEFINITION 7.. For 	A e C comA(P) = lb e B(K); ba = Aab , a e 
and twiA(F) = lb e B(K);'ba = Aab , a C F1 
Let A be the linear span of the. identity and the even products 
of 'F and A0 the linear span of the odd products of F'. 
A = A  + A0 and A , A ' , A0 (resp. A' , AW , 
A0l!) denote the 
norm closure (resp. r closure) of A , A  and A0 respectively. When 
F is self-adjoint it is quickly verified. that A0 is a norm closed 
selfadjoint C*_bimodule of An  such that (A) 2' C 
Similarly when F is self-ad.joint , com_ 1 (F) is 'a closed self- 
2 adjoint C*bixnodule of com(F) such that (corn 1 ()) c com(F) '. 
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-It is precisely this odd/even situation which we consider in the 
w 	W. 
next section , where we also show how A and A0 may be obtained 
via the. com_ 1 ( ) operation. 
For convenience we will refer to C*_biinodules of A as A-bimodules. 
§2 Odd. Even Sums. 
The following results have also appeared in . ( 26  J • 
THEOREM 7 .4.'Let A be a Calgebra of operators on K., B aself -ad.joint 
A-biiodule of operators on K such that B2 C A • Then the following 
conditions are equivalent : 
.(i) 
(ii) 	B = [ o 
acA,bEB and 	a+bO imply 	aO, 
a E A , b E B 	imply ha + b II 	? 	maxi 	ha II, 	hib III 
If the above conditions hold then A + B is a C-algebra • Moreover 
if A and B are r. closed then A + B is T closed. 
Proof. (i) .=> (ii). Let b c B • Since b 2 E A and b is the unique 
positive square root of b 2 , b e A • Thus b e A ñ B and b=0* 
(ii) => (i). It is easy to see that A 0 B is a C*_algebra 
(A fl B) C B =101 , thus A fl B = 101 
(ii) => (iii).. Let a EA,b CB and a +b O, then 
** 	 * 	 + 	- 	+ 
a - a =. b - b • Therefore by (i) a = a , hence a = a - a , a 	0, 
a 	0 and a + a = 0 • Since aaa = -(a)3 0 and a(a + b)a 	O , 
it follows that a ba 	0 • Thus (ii) implies a ba = 0 and so 
-3 	- 
-(a) =aa=a(a+b)a 	O.Therefore (a) =O,a =0 and 
a 0 as required 
To prove (iii) => (iv) we first show that (iii) holds with 
-7s- 
A replaced by the C*-algebra A1 generated. by A and I • Since A1 
and B also satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem , it is enough to is 
prove (ii) . If a e (A fl B) , by (iii) -a * a = 0. implies 
-a 0 and thus a = 0 • Since A (i B is a C*_algebra and (A fl B)=[ 0 , 
A ( B = 	. This implies B =101 as required 
	
Let aeA,beB and IIa+bIl 	1 •Then 






* 	 * 
By the above Iaa - bb O. Thus a 	I and bb I that 18 
ha H r. I , lIb II 	I and hence (iv) . 
(iv) => (i) is clear 
Suppose now that (i)-(iv) hold. Since B = B , B 2 C A and B 
is an A-biinodule , it follows that A + B is a *_algebra of operators , 
and since A and B are norm closed ., (iv) shows that A + B is a 
C*algebra 
Suppose further that A and B are r closed • Let a  + b  be 
a r convergent net in (A + B) 1 , the unit ball of A + B , with 
aa C A , ba C B • By (iv) ga II 	i 	IIb U ri I , and thus there exists 
a subnet a' and a C A , b C B such that aa, and b at  are 
r convergent to a , b respectively • But aa + ba is also r convergent 
and 50 the r limit is a + b • Thus a + b is the r limit of w 
a  + b and (A + B) 1 is therefore T closed • Therefore by 
Kaplansky' s density theorem ([aj p43 ) , (A + B) 1 is the unit ball 




(and thus r closed). 
THEOREM 7.5, Let A be a C*_algebra of operators on K and let, B be 
a norm closed self-adjoint A-bimoclule of operators such that B 2 CA • 
Then A + .B is a C*_algebra . Moreover if A and B are r w  closed. 
then sois A+B. 
Proof, A + B is a -algebra of operators and (A + B) , its norm 
closure , a C-algebra. It is easy to show that A ('i B is an A + B bi 
ideal and thus an (A + B) bi-ideal. Let C = (A + B)/ A n B , 
A0 = A / A 0 B and B0 = B / A fl B . By the Gelfand. Naimark theorem [0-1 , 
the C*_algebra C may be represented as an operator algebra on a 
Hilbert space. A 0 is a C -subalgebra of C with a norm closed self-
ad.joint A0-bimod.ule B C C , such that B02 C A0 . 
Let Lxi denote the coset of x in C , for 'x E A+ B • If 
Lxi C A0. ñ B0 then [xj = Lai = [bJ for some a c A , b e B • Thus 
a - bEAflB and aEB.Hence aEA('IB,jxj=Laj - L0J and 
A0 fl B0 = Io} . By Theorem 7.4 A + B / A fl B'= A0 + B0 is a C-algebra. 
Thus A+B/AflB=(A+B)/AflB and A+B=(A+B) 
Now suppose that A and B are T closed. Let A1 , 'B and 
(A + B) 1 be the unit balls of A , B and A + B respectively. From 
the open mapping theorem , applied to the mapping (a,b)-* a + b from 
A B to A + B , it follows that A 1 + B1 	8(A + B) 1 for some 
positive 8 • Since A 1 and B1 are r compact , so is (A + B) 1 
Thus A + B is Tclosed. ([ 8J,Theorem2 ,p42) . 
COROLLARY 7.6. Let A be a C*_algebra of operators (respo a von 
* 
Neumann algebra) on K and let v be an isometry such that Av = VA 
Then A + VA is a C
* 
 -algebra (resp. a von Neumann algebra). 
Proof.Since v is an isometry , VA is norm closed (resp r closed.). 
Also Ày = vA implies that VA Is a self-adjoint A-bimodule of 
2 	* operators. Since (VA) = AV VA C A we may apply Theorem 7.5. 
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COROLLARY 7.7, Let B be a norm closed. (resp. r closed) self-adjoint 
space of operators such that B 3 C B • Let A= Ia E B(K) ; aB C B , Ba C B. 
Then A + B is a C-algebra (resp. a von Neumann algebra). 
Proof. It is elementary to prove that A is a .C*_algebra (resp. a von 
Neumann algebra) and that B is anA-bimodule. Since B 3 (B ,B2 CA 
and we may apply Theorem 7.5 
COROLLARY 7.8. Let S be a self-adjoint set of operators on K • Then 
Isl' + twi1 (S) is a von Neumann algebra . 






= a'a x = a a'x 	, 
xa' a 
* 
= xaa' = a xa' 	, 
a 
çya=xay=ay . 
These equations show that twi 1 (s) is a self-ad.joint Is '-bimodule such 
that (tyri1 (S)) 2 C s' . Since twi 1 (S) is weakly closed. , Theorem 7.5. 
applies 
COROLLARY 7.9 Let a be a normal operator on K • Then the following 
are von Neumann algebras. 
Jail + com_(a) 
la}' + twiA(a) 	for IAI = I 
The Putnam Fuglede theorem ([2 7 J p20) shows that com_1 (a) and 
.[all are self-adjoint. It is easy to check that la}' and •com_1 (a) 
satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 7.5. 2 hence (i) 
Let x E twiA(a) , then xa = Mx implies ax = xa . Since IAL = I 
x 	twiA(s) . By Fug1edes theorem I:' = aj' , thus if at C 
a'xal'a'ax 
and 
xa' a = xaa' = Aa xa 
Thz 	twiA(a) is a self-ad.joint 1a'-birnodule . By the Putnam 
glede theorem if y e twiA(a) then ya= My • Thus 
yxa = )ya x = AMyx = ayx 
That is , (twi(a))2 C a}' , and Theorem 7.5completes the proof . 
The following theorem may be regarded as a non commutative general-
isation of the fact that a continuous function on [-i,i] is the sum 
of an odd and an even function. The notation of the theorem is that 
given in section 1 for the case when F is self-adjoint 
n 	 n 
THEOREM 7.10. 	(i) 	A = A e n + A  
(ii) 	IV 	IV 	IV A =A +A e o 
Proof. It is easy to check that A 	is a C-algebra of operators on K 
and A0 a norm closed self-adjoint Ae_bimflodUle of operators such that 
(Ar)2 C Ae . By Theorem 7.5 A 	A0 is a C-algebra and so 
A =Ae +A0 
Let a , b be r convergent nets in A with limits a , b in A a 	a 	w 	 o 	 o 
Then a a 	a b = him .8 




• That is , 
(A0W)2 CAeW Similarly A0W  is a self-adjoint Aew_bimodule . By 
Theorem 7.5 , Ae'7 + A01' is rclosed and thus equal to A1' 
When the sum of Theorem 7.5 is direct the mapping 0 defined by 
0(a + b) = a - b 	(a C Ae1' ,b e AQ1') 
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is a *_automorp 	w 	 2 hism of A such that 8 	I . Conversely , every such 
(non trivial) automorphism arises in this way • We now find a sufficient 
condition under which the sum of Theorem 710 is direct and a necessary 
and sufficient condition that 0 be spatial in this case. Moreover A0W 
and AeW can be defined in terms of the com_ 1 ( ) operation 
DEFINITION 7.11 • A set S of operators on K is separating if the inter-
section of the null spaces of the operators in S is 1010 
THEOREM 7.12. Let S be a self-adjoint set of operators on K • Then 
+ com_ (s) is a von Neumann algebra and the sum is direct if and 
only if S is separating. 
Proof. If A= I S1  and B = com 1 (S) , then A and B satisfy the 
hypotheses: of Theorem 7.5 and therefore, A + B is a von Neumann 
algebra 
Let e be the orthogonal projection of K onto the intersection of 
* 
the null spaces of the operators in S • Since S = S , we have 
xe = ex = 0 for all x in S • Thus e c I 5 fl com 1 (5) , and so , if the 
sum is direct , e = 0 and S is separating 
Conversely let 	S be separating and suppose 	x c 'com_1 (S) 
Then 	xs = ax and 	xs = -sx , and so sx = 0 for all a 	in S • Thus 
x =0 and the sum is direct. 
THEOREM 7.13. If corn 1 (F) is separating then the following hold 
A7 = A0  + A 	is a direct sum 
AW =com 1 (F)1' and Aow = com_1 (corn_1 (F)) 
0 is spatial if and only if com_ 1 () contains a unitary. 
Proof. By Theorem 7.12., C = Icom_1 (F)' + com_ 1 (com_1 (F)) is a von 
Neumann algebra and the sum is direct if com_ 1 (F) is separating • 
It is easy to check that (coxñ_ 1 (F)) ' contains the even products of F 
and hence A " and similarly that com_ 1 (corn 1 (i)) ,5Z A0" . Thus 
A7 = A  + A0 is a direct sum.. To show that these inclusions are 
in fact equalities , it will be sufficient to prove that C A" that 
is , by von 	s double commutant theorem , that C = 	. 
Let x EFI' , a € com 1 (F)' , a C com 1 (F) • Then sx E com 1 (F) 
and thus a( sx) = (sx)a . Therefore sax = asx = sxa. Since oom_ 1 (F) 
is separating , ax = xa • Thus com 1 (F)J' C IF1116 
Similarly if b E com_1 (com_1 (F)) , x , s as before , sx c com_ 1 (F), 
thus b( x) = -( sx)b • Therefore -sbx = bsx = -sxb and since 
com_1 (F) is separating bx = xb • Hence com 1 (com 1 (F)) C[Fi ll and 
C C F" as required.. 
If 0 is spatial , -a = O(a) = uau for all a in F for some 
unitary on K • Clearly u c com 1 (F) • Conversely if com_ 1 (F) contains 
a unitary u it is easy to see that u implements the automorphism 0 
As an immediate corollary we have the following double commutant 
theorem 
COROLLARY 7.14, If F = F* C B(K) and com_1 (F) is separating- then 
= ccm_1 (F)J' + com_1 (com 1 (F)) and the sum is direct 
Remark. Let F contain just the 3 x 5 diagonal matrix with eigenvalues 
I , I and -1 • Then com_ 1 (F) is separating but dd.es not contain 
a unitary 
M  
3 Roots of unity sums . 
In this section we consider some generalisations of the results of 
section 2 to several spaces of operators 
Let E0 , E '.. so# E_
I 	 n 
be k r closed linear subspaces of B(K) 
such that 
W EE C Ei+j(mOd. k) 	 (0 .i,j < k) 
a 
and 	(ii) E 	C E_j(j k) 	 (0 	i. ( k) 
Then A 	+ E1i.. ..+ 	is a self-ad.joint algebra of operators . 
Multiplicatively , the E i - behave like the spectral subspaces of a 
* utomop ijsm 0 of a Ca-algebra such that 0k = I • We shall see that 
as in the case k = 2 , such spaces •arise naturally as certain spaces 
* 
of intertwining operators and as subspaces of a C -algebra associated with 
its generators • We conjecture that A is always closed (and thus a 
C*_algebra) .We prove this for certain special cases involving direct sums 
which will be sufficient to yield a 'roots of unity' generalisation of 
Theorems 7.13 and 7.14. 
Assumption. We assume that E fl (E, + E2 +.. ..+ E_1 ) = 1 0 1 and. that 
I E 
Let B = E + E2 +.. •.+ E_1 • The following theorem generalises 
part of Theorem 7.4 
THEOREM 7.15. The following conditions are equivalent 
(1) 	B = 
•aEE0 ,bEB and a+bO imply aO. 
If a1 E E. , 0 	i. < k , then 
11a0 + a1+.. ..+ 'k-1 11 rimax 	IIaII ; 0 	j < k 
A is a Ca-algebra 
Moreover if the above conditions hold and if the E are r closed then 
A is a von Neumann algebra . 
Proof. (i) => (ii). Let aE0 , b e B and suppose a + b 0 • Then 
a _a* = b* -b and our assumption implies that a=a* . Thus a=a+_a 
with a ) 0 , a 	0 and a + a = 0 • Moreover a+ , a c E 0 since E0 
is a C*_algebra. Since aba = (-a) 4 0 , and a (a.+ b)a 	0 , it 
follows that a ba 	0. But a ba c B and so .a ba = 0 by (i). Thus 
a aa = a(a + b)a 	0, Since we also have a aa 	0 , a aa = 0 
Hence (a) 3 =0,a =0 and a0 as required 
=> (iii). We may suppose that a C E , 0 I < k , and 
that ha0 + a1)+.. ..+ a_ 1  fl E I • Thus 
I - (a0 + a 1 +.. ..+ 	)*(a0 + a1 +.. ..+ ak_i) > 0 
Now a*aj E0 , 0 I < k , and a.a. C B for j 4: j ,thus 
I 	(a0*a0 + a 1 *a1  +.. ..+ ak_l *ak_l ) + b > 0 
for some b c B • By (ii) it follows that 
, I - (a0*a + a1*a1 +.. ..+ aJ _1  *a 
ic-I' 
Thus a1 a. 	I or 11a1 11 3.
(iii) => (iv). Th 
(iv) =>(i). Let 
Since A is a C*_algebra 
1 for 0 4 i< k and (iii) now follows . 
is is clear. 
a1 C E. , I 4 I < k , and b = a 1 + a2 
the positive square root c of b is in A 
Let c=c0 +c +....+c 	with c. CE.1.  ,0i<k.Then I 	 k-I 1  
b = c2 = cisc = c0*c0 + c'c 1 +.. •.+ C_ 1 C_ 1 + d 
where d C B • By our assumption b e B implies 
C0* C0 + C1*01 +.. •+ c_0_ 1 = 0 
Thus c.=0, 0i<k, c=0 and b=0.Thátis, B=tOI . 
h't 
Suppose now that (i) - (iv) hold and the E are .r_closed. 
Let (E) 1 be the unit ball of E , 0 4 i < k From the open mapping 
theorem applied to the mapping (a0,a1,.. •.,ak_l) -* a0 + a 1 + .. ..+ ak_I 
from E0 L:E1 .. .. t E 	 to E0 + E 1 + .. .. + E_1 , it follows 
that 	+ 	+ .. .. + (E_1 ) 1 ) 	+ E1 + .. .. + Ek_I)l for 
some positive & • Since (E) 1 is r compact for 0 i < k , it 
follows that (E 0+ E1 s.. ..+ 	= &(( E0) 1 + (E 1 ) 1 +.. ..+ (Ek_ l )l)rB(K)l 
is also T compact • Thus E 0 + 	+.. ..+ 	is 	closed. ([8] p41). 
COROLLARY 7.16. Let E contain finite rank projections P such that 
P converges to I in the strong operator topology as n - 	• Then 
A is a C*_algebra • Moreover if the E are T closed. then A is a 
von Neumann algebra . 
Proof. P AP. = P E P + P E P +o. .. + P E P is a Ca-algebra of finite n n 	nOn 	n  n 	 nk-ln 
rank operators for each n • By Theorem 7.15, 
(PEP  + P E P +., .. + P E p ) = 1 0 1 n  n 	n 2 n 	 nk-1 n+ 
Let b e (E + E +.. ..+ E ) + o Since P bP 	0 for all n , P bP =0 
	
1 	2 	k-1+ 	 nn nn 
for all n • But PbP converges to b in the strong operator 
topology and so b = 0 • Theorem 3.1 now completes the proof 
THEOREM 7.17. Let k 
=n 
 for some n e N • Then A is a Ca-algebra 
Moreover if the E. are r closed then A is a von Neumann algebra. 
3. 
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on n 
By Theorem 7.4 the theorem holds for n = I 
Suppose now that the theorem is true for n = rn-I , m > i s and we 
are given E0 , E 1 ,.. .., E2 v_ satisfying the hypotheses at the 
beginning of this section 
Let A0 = E + E2 + .. .. + E2m2 and A = E 1 + E +.. ..+ E2m 1 . 
It is easy to check that the 2m1  spaces of operators , 	, 	, o 
satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem and so by the induction hypothesis 
A0 is a C*a1gebra and rw closed if the Ei are • 
We now show that A is r closed • Let a = a +a +,. ..+ a m 
I 	n 	 I 	5 	2-1 
where a i c Ei , i= ,,,m-1 . It will be sufficient to show that 
haD 	I implies IIahI 	I , for i = 1,5,.. 
•,2m_1 
. We have 
0 4 I - aa = I - (a1*a1 + a3*a3 +.. ..+ a2m_1 *a2m_1 ) + 
where c E E2 + E4 + .. .. + E 2m-2
• It follows from Theorem 7.15 (ii) 
for A0 that I - (a 1 *a1 + a3*a +.. ..+ a2 1 *a2 ) > 0 • Thus 
I and hIahh f. I for j = 	
••,2m_ 
• Thus A1 is 	closed. 
Since A0 and A1 satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem for n=1 
A0 + 	
is a C*_algebra. Theorem 7 . 15  now shows that A0 + A1 is 
T closed if the E. are • Thus the theorem is true for n = m , and 
w 	 1 
the proof is completed. 
Remark. 1. We have seen in Theorem 7,4 that for k = 2 E0 fl B = 101 is 
equivalent to B = 101 Using the induction argument of Theorem 7.17 
one can show that for k 
= 2 	
ñ B = 1 0 1 is equivalent to B = 1 0 1 . 
It would be interesting to prove this for arbitrary k and hence deduce 
that A is always a C*_algebra under our assumptions 
2. It is not clear how the quotient techniques of Theorem 7.5 
may generalise to deal with non direct sums 
Nilpotent Automorphisms. 
An immediate corollary of Theorem 7.17 is that if A is a C*_algebra 
on which is defined a *_automorphism 0 such that 0k = I and if 
E0 , E 1 ,.. .., 	are the k spectral subspaces of 0 , then 
(E 1 + E2 +.. •.+ E 1 ) = 	. In fact it is easy to say much more • 
1c . 
Notation. Let A be a complex unital Banach algebra and let 0 be an 
isometric linear isomorphism of A such that 0( i) = i , ü= I. Let 
WO , W ,.. .., 	 be the kth roots of unity in their usual order . 
It is a simple algebraic fact that A = A0 + A1 +.. ..+ Ak_I Where 
A. = k c  ; 0(a) = w.aI , 0 r4 1< k • In fact 
- 	 - 	 . A1 = 	
1 
a + w1  6(a) + u. 
2 2 
0 (a) + .. .. + k-i k-I , 0 	a., ; a E 
Let B = A1 + A2 +.. ..+ A1 . For a e A , let V(a) denote the 
algebra numerical range of a (see [4J) 
THEOREM 7.18. For b e B V(b) 4 -(k - 1) - ' V(b) . Moreover k - I is 
the best such constant 
Proof. Let f be a state on A , that is , a linear functional such 
that III' 11 = f(i) = I • Since 0 is isometric and 0(1) = I it follows 
that the equation 
f.(a) = f(01(a)) 	 (a E A) 
defines a state f1 on A , 0 4 I < k • Let b = a 1 + a2 +.. ..+ ak_I 
with a1 C A1 , I I < k , and let f(a1) = A. so that 
3. 
+ A2 +.. ..+ A1 = f(b) . Clearly f1(a.) = w.f(a:).1j<k:. • Thus 
= w11A1 + W2 A2 +.. ..+ w_1 A_1 c V(b) 
for 0 4 I < k • Since 
1 
=-1 £_a 	(&). 
I) 
(i 4 j < k) , 
we see that 
f.(b) = -(A + A ~.. ..+ A )  1 	 1 	2 	 1 
Since V(b) is convex -(k -. 1) 1 f(b) C V(b) and hence the first part 
of the theorem follows 
To see that k - I is the best such constant consider the linear 
isomorphism 0 of the k  k matrices defined by 
i—i 
w1 	a 	 (1 re i,j 4 k)ij 
It is esily checked that 0 is in fact an algebra -automorphism and 
isometric. Here B = (ajj ) ; a11 = 0 for I jE 1 4 ki . Let b be the 
matrix in B whose entries are I off the main diagonal and 0 on the 
main diagonal. Then .V(b) = L-i ,k-i ) 
Remarks • In view of Theorem 7.18  it is natural to ask when 
co a(b) C -(k-1)_ 1 co a(b) when 0 is an algebra automorphism. This is 
true for commutative Bariach algebras since the above proof works with 
states replaced by multiplicative linear functionals (since f 1 is 
again a multiplicative linear functional etc.). This result also holds 
for the autoinorphism of the k x k matrices defined, in the proof above 
and, is a simple consequence of the fact that trace(b) = 0 for b e B 
4 Sums of Intertwining Spaces. 
The following definition generalises the odd and even products of 
Definition 7.2 
DEFINITION 7.19. Let k be a fixed positive integer and let F be a 
family of operators on a Hubert space K 
A j-product of F is an operator of the form u1u2a2.. •.0 ar 
	
where u e F ,i 	I r , and 	a. Ej (mod k) 
* 
If F n 	= , a j*_prod,uct  of .F is an operator of the form 
a 	a2 	a V. e 	, 	 , 	d. L1 p. 	j (mod k) v 1 'v2 .. ..v r where r 	 F U F I I r an 
1Ucr * 
where j3. = a. for v. c F and. . 	- = a. for v. E F 
1 	1 	 1 1. 	1 
Sb 
	
When F OF = 	let E be the norm closed linear span of the 
is-products of F , 0 4 ± < k • One can verify that the E 1 satisfy 
the conditions (i) and (ii) at the beginning of section 3 • Thus if 
our conjecture there is true , the C*_algebra generated by F is 
precisely E 0 + E 1 +.. ..+ E_1 . We prove this below for certain special 
situations and also identify the E in terms of the corn( ) operation 
where A is a kth root of unity. 
As before let w 
-q
,.. •., w 1 be the 
kth  roots of unity 
in their usual order • We first prove some elementary properties of 
corn (F) , corn (p) ,., .., corn 	(p)
Wo 





(F*) 	, 0 6 j < k 
(ii) corn (F)com 
WJ 	 ULWJ 
(F) C corn 	•(F) 	, 0 E i,j < k 
Proof. Elementary. 
PROPOSITION 7.21, Let F be a family of normal operators • Then 
(corn (F))* = com_(F) for 0 	j < k 
Wj. 
Proof. Let x e corn wJ  (p) so that 
xa = w.sx , s e F • By the Putnam-
Fugled.e theorem (t27j  p20) xs = ws*x , s E F. Thus sx* = ux*s 
and x*s = w.sx , s e F • That is x* corn.. (F) . Thus 
J 	 Wj 
(corn (F))* corn... (F) . Similarly (com_ j
(F)) *  C corn • (F) and. hence 
Wj 	 Wj 	 W 
(corn (F))
* 
 = com_ 
Wj 	 Wj 
PROPOSITION 7.22. (i) corn (com_ (F)) contains the j-products of F. 
Wj 	-W1 
(ii) If F consists of normal operators and 
F A F = 0 then corn •(corn_ (p)) contains the j*-products of F . 
UJ 	.)1 
Proof. (1) We have xu = w ux for x c corn..... (F) , u c F • Thus 
I 	 WI 
ux = w 1 xu for x e corn.... (F) , u e F • If y is a i-product of F then 
yx = w1 xy,x e com.(F) . That 18 y E com(com(F)) 
I 	 W I 
(ii) As in (i) we have ux = cuxu for x c corn.... (F) , u c F I 	 W 1 
By the Putnam-Fugled.e theorem u*x = w
1 -1 
 xu* . From the definition of a 
j*product , y say , it follows that yx = ci, 1 xy , x C com(F). That 
is y C corn(com_(F)) as required. 
Wi 	W 1 
The following theorem is an analogue of Corollary 7.12, involving 
several spaces of operators. 
DEFINITION. A family F of operators on a Hubert space is strongly 
separating if for each operator T such that (Tf,f) 0 for 
f c Range(u) , u c F it follows that T > 0 . 
Remark. 1. The definition says that if T is locally positive on the 
ranges of operators in F then T is positive . 
If F contains an operator with dense range then clearly 
F is strongly - separating. 
If F is strongly separating then F*  is separating 
but the converse statement is false. 
THEOREM 7.23. Let ? be a strongly separating family of normal operators. 
Then corn (F) + corn (p) + .. •. + corn 	(F)WO 
is a von Neumann algebra and the sum is direct. 
Proof. Let E1 = corn (F) , 0 4 i < k • Propositions 7.20 and 7.21 showWL 
that (i) and (ii) of section 3 hold • Let a. e E 1 for some I , 
and let u C F • We have au = w1ua. and , by the Putnam-Fugled.e theorem, 
Z. 
a i u* = w.u*a
i  • Thus ua I = w i ai  U and. 3.  
U*a1U =w1au*u = w1u*ua1 
Let a = a1 + a2 + •. .. + a_ 1 an& a 	W1 a1 + W 
2 
a 2 + ,. •... W_1 
for Oj<k,where a1 EE1 for I 	j<k.. 
Suppose first that a 0 • Then by the above 0 4 uau = a( 1 ) u*u 
uua 	. Since a 	 commutes with uu it follows that (af,f) 
for f e Range(u*u) 2 = Range(u*) • Since F is strongly separating 
we see thata(1 4 0 • Now o 4 u*au = a( 2 ) u*u  = u*ua()  and similar 
computations show that a(2) > 0 • By induction 	0 for 0 4 j < k. 
Thus -a Z 	0 which implies a = 0 • Thus 
I .j<k 
if B = E 
1 	2 	 k-i 	+ 
+ E + .. .. + E then B = 101 • In view of Theorem 7,15 
to show that the sum is r closed it will suffice to show that 
W 
E0 ñ B = IoJ 
Let a , 	, 0 4 j < k , be as above and suppose that a c E 0 fl B. 
We have u*au=u*ua,ucF, since a.cE 0 ,On the other hand 
u*aU = u*ua 	, u E F • Since F is separating a = a 	• Similarly 
by induction , since u*au = a(+1) , we see that a =a 	for 
0 r. j < k • Thus (k-i)a = 2 	= -a and so a = 0 
I j<k 
Finally suppose that a = a0 + a1 +.. •.+ a, 1 = 0 • 'Then 
a .*a + aa i.. ..+ a.*a, 1 = 0 • Since E0 fl B = 	it follows that 
i 	 i O i 	 3. 
a.a. = 0 and a. = 0 • Thus the sum is direct 
1 3. 
THEOREM 7.24. Let F be a family of normal operator: and let corn(F) 
contain a family S of normal operators such that S is strongly 
separating • Then 
F'' = corn (corn.... (F)) + corn (corn_ (D +.. •. + corn 	(corn..... (F)) 
Uj 	 W1 Wk..j 
Moreover the sum is direct and corn (com._(p)) is the T closed linear 
span of the j*_pducts of F • 
61 k  
Proof. We first show that E 	corn (com.....(p)) c F'' , 0 r, i <' k 
W1 	Uj 
Let 'x e F' , a e 	and a S com_. (F) . Then sx ccoin_ (F) and, thus 
WI 	 WI 
(wsa)x (as)x = a(sx) = Wj (sx)a 
Since 5 is strongly separating S is separating and, ax xa 
Thus E1 CF'' 
Let F1 = coln_(5) so that F1 JE1 , 0 i < k • By Theorem 7.23 
A = F0 + F1 + .. .. + F_1 is a von Neumann algebra and the' sum is  
direct • Thus by Theorem 7.15 if a c P , 0 4 j < k , then 
ha0 + a +.,. .. + a' 	hIa II , 0 Q j < k • In particular 
C = E + E +.. .. + E 	is norm 'closed • Since'.. E 	is r closed. , 0 	1 	 k-I ' 	I w 
the open mapping argument of Theorem 7.23 shows that C 1 , the unit 
ball of C , is r compact . Thus C is r closed ([81 p38) 
By Proposition 7.22 E. contains the j*_prod.uct s of F , 0, 4 j < k , 
and therefore C C F'' , by von Neumann' s double commutant theorem. 
Thus 	C = F" • The sum is direct since , by Theorem 7.23 , 
A = F0 + F1 + .. 	.. + F_1 is a direct sum .This completes the proof. 
Remarks. With the notation of section 3 , if we replace condition (ii) 
with (ii) E 	E1 then A is again a self-adjoint algebra of oper- 
ators. Is it alrLy closed 7 Such spaces of operators arise when 
we let F be a self adjoint set of operators and take E = com(F). 
§ 5 Further Generalisations and Open Questions. 
The following theorem. generalises part of Theorem 7.4. 
THEOREM 7.25. Let A be a C_algebra and B a self-adjoint A-bimodule 
such that B = 1 0 1. If A + B is an algebra then it is a C-algebra. 
Proof. Since A fl B is a C*_algebra and A fl B C B = 101 we have 
+ 	+ 
A fl .B = 0. Suppose that a + b 0 with a c A , b e B • Then since 
A ('i B = 	, a = a and a = a - a with a+ , a c A+  and a + a = 0. 
Since a (a + b)a 	0 implies aba 	-aaa = (a) > 0 by our 
hypotheses aba = 0 ,and a =0 • Thus we have shown that a + b 0 , 
aeA,beB implies a0. 
Without loss we may suppose that A has an identity . Let a e A , 
b e B ha + bit 	I • Then 
0 4 I - (a +b)*(a +b) = I - aa _b*b -ba - a*b 
Since A + B is an algebra b*b = a' + b' with a' e A , b' c B • Since 
b*b 0 , by what we have shown above a' 0 • Thus 
0 4 I - aa - 	+ d 
where d. E B • Hence 0 I - a*a - a' , aa 41 and hail I • Thus we 
have shown that hail 4 11 a + b 	for a c A and b c B and it 
follows that A + B is closed and therefore a C-algebra. 
In view of this result it would be interesting to settle the following 
question. 
Problem. Let A be a C*_algebra of operators and let B be a self-
ad.joirit A-bimodule. Is A + B closed. '1 
11 ILM 
The following question arises naturally from the considerations of 
section 4 
Problem, Let C be a finite group and let IE ; g e G. be a family 
of closed spaces of operatOrs such that 
(i) . EgEg CEggi 	(g , g cC) , 
and 	(ii) E 	Eg_1 	 (g e c.) 
18 the linear span ofEg ; g E G1 closed ? 
One can construct such spaces as follows • Let C- be a finite group 
of order k with elements g0 , g, ,.. .., 	. Let FC-(k) be the 
free group on k symbols v0 , V I ,.. .., V_ 1 and define :FC-(k) - C- 
by 4(w) = w' where w is a word of FC-(k) and w' is an element of 
C. obtained, by substituting gi for v1 , 0 i < k 
Let F be a family of k unitaries IUO = I , U1 U2 ,.. •., 
acting on K, and define 	: FG(k) - B(K) as the map which substitutes 
U. for V. 
Let Eg = closed linear span of 	1 (g1),,0 < ± < k. • Then 
: g c G satisfies (i) and (ii) 
One can ask when we may have an odd even decomposition for certain 
Banach algebras. Not surpr. singly the appropriate generalisation of 
Theorem 7.4 fails even for semisimple commutative Banach algebras as the 
following simple example demonstrates. 
Notation. 1) is a domain in the complex plane which contains, the origin 
and has a simply connected compact closure D • Let A be the function 
algebra on D generated by the identity I and the function z • Let 
C (reap. B) be the closed linear span in A of the non negative even 
(reap. odd.) powers of z 
PROPOSITION 7.26. 'C + B is closed if and only if D -D 
Proof. First note that if f C C fl B than for z C D fl -1) we have 
f(z) = f(-z) (since f e c) and f(z) = -f(-z).' (since f e B). Thus 
f(z) '= 0 for z in 'the non void open set D fl -D • Since D is simply 
connected and f is analytic on D f = 0 , and so C flB = 101. 
If C + B is closed then since the sum is direct we can define 
an automorphism 0 On A = C + B by 
0(f+g) =f - g 	(fec, gCB) 
We have D = 0( z) = a( o( z)) = 0< -z) = -D and thus D = -D . 
• 
	
	Conversely suppose that D = -D • Given a polynomial p define 
(OP) (z) = p(-z) . D = -D implies IIOpII = UIJ . If f C A and 
are polynomials converging to C in A than *( + e()) converges 
• to h e C and 	- 0(p)) converges to g c B and C hi. g 
That is, A = C + B is closed. . 
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I. (Ch. 2) Let 	= w(a) ; a e RJ be a semlgroup of unitary operators 
and. let H be an invariant subspace for 	. If U = U( a) = w(a)IHI 
then is twi(U) = pr(twi(W)? 
2. (Ch. 3) Let S be a norm closed subspace of B(H) . Is H[B(H)j + c[s] 
closed '1 
3. (Ch.4) Let F be a commutative family of operators on a Hilbert space. 
Let C be the C*_algebra generated by F and let H °° be the weakly 
00 closed operator algebra generated by F • Is H + C closed 9 
4. (Ch.5) Let U be a family of doubly commuting isometries with 
unitary dilation W . Is twi() = pr(twi(W)) 9 
5. (Ch.5) Does there exist a constant K > 0 such that for each 
E L[B(H)] whose negative Fourier coefficients k  ,k < O,are 
Hankel operators , there exists ' C L[B(H)] such that 
Wk  is a Hankel operator for all k , 
4'k 	k 	
for all k 4 0 
II'PII IC 	 9 
6. (Ch.5) Is the space of Hankel. operators complemented by a weakly closed 
space of operators 9 
7. (Ch 7) Let A be a C*_algebra of operators and let B be a self-
ad.joint C*_bimodule of A • Is A + B closed 9 
8. (ch.7) It G be a finite group and let JE ; g E GI be a family of 
closed spaces of operators on a Hilbert space such that 
( 	EECE g h 	gh 
(11) E g 
Is un sPanlEg ; g E 
(g,hEC) , 




Notation. B(s) denotes the commutative C-algebra of bounded functions 
on the real line IR ..For f in B(R) and x in CR let f be the 
translate of f defined by f(y) = f(y - x) , y e CR 
DEFINITION (i) A functional m on B(R) is translation invariant if 
rn(f = m(f) for all x e CR 
(ii) A state f on B(a) (or L(R)) is a bounded linear 
functional such that fif 11 = f(i) = I 
The following theorem is a corollary of Theorem 17.5 	in 	'Abstract 
HaonióAnalysisvol 1 . ' byE. Heiitt and K.A. Roàs (spriiiger Véilàg). 
THEOREM. There exists a translation invariant state on B(tR) 
COROLLARY. Let M be a closed translation invariant subspace of 
and let M be a translation invariant state on M . Then there exists 
a translation invariant state M on I °°(R) extending M 
Proof. Let in be a translational invariant state on B(CR) 
By the Hahn Banach theorem there exists a state M 1 on I °°(R) 
extending M • For g E L(R) define g E B(R) by 'lg(Y) = M 1 (g) for 
y e R . Define M on I °°(R) by (g) = m(.) . Then I is a translation 
invariant state on L(R) extending M 
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